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President's Message 
Kyoto University was established in 1897 as the 
second imperial university in Japan. Located in the 
Yoshida district, near Mount Hiei and the Kamogawa 
River, the university developed a unique brand of 
scholarship, cultivated an outstanding pool of 
knowledge and talent, and became one of Japan's 
foremost academic centers. That legacy has 
continued to the present day. Over 11 O years since 
its founding, Kyoto University's domestic and 
international presence as a leading research institution 
has continued to develop and spread geographically 
to locations such as Uji Campus, Katsura Campus, 
the Research Reactor Institute in Osaka Prefecture's 
Kumatori, and the Primate Research Institute in 
lnuyama, Aichi Prefecture. 
As in the past, the students and scholars gathered on 
Yoshida campus today share a common characteristic: 
they are driven by a yearning to search for the truth and 
a respect for academic freedom. Those qualities are 
reflected in their innovative approaches to research, 
and in the results that they yield. 
This publication introduces a partial selection of the 
Kyoto University-affiliated scholars whose research 
has been acknowledged by prestigious international 
awards. Although the awards are bestowed for 
achievements that have already been made, they are 
given in anticipation of the contribution that the work 
will bring in the future. Compiling this selection of 
the awards garnered to date by KU scholars into 
a single volume gave us pause to reflect on the 
accompl ishments of our predecessors and 
colleagues, and reaffirmed our conviction in the 
importance of maintaining Kyoto University as a haven 
for open-minded intellectual curiosity. Unswayed by 
transient and superficial trends in education and 
research, Kyoto University will seek to maintain its 
authentic spirit of academic freedom and diversity, 
and strive to meet the needs of our time. 
Hiroshi Matsumoto 




This brochure aims to introduce Kyoto University 
researchers who have been awarded major international 
accolades since 1949, the year that Professor Hideki 
Yukawa received the Nobel Prize, to 2013, providing 
profiles of the individuals researchers, as well as their 
award-winning research. 
As of December 2013, there are eight Kyoto University-
Albert Lasker Award winners, and one Gauss Prize 
winner. This degree of excellence is unparalleled 
among Japanese universities, and leads to the 
question of what has inspired such a high level of 
creativity. The answer may lie In the fundamental 
principle of "academic freedom• which has guided the 
university since its founding. 
affiliated Nobel laureates: Hideki Yukawa (1949), We have tried to include in this publication as much 
Sin- itiro Tomonaga (1965), Kenichi Fukui (1981 ), information as possible about each researcher, as well 
Susumu Tonegawa (1987), Ryojl Noyori (2001 ), as to share anecdotes about their research. We hope 
Toshihide Maskawa (2008), Makoto Kobayashi (2008), that this brochure will convey to our readers the 
and Shinya Yamanaka (2012). Kyoto University is also freedom, depth, and diversity of Kyoto University's 
proud to have fostered two Fields Medalists, four academic environment. 
The Structure of this Brochure 











Gauss Prize, Wolf Prize, Fields Medal, and Albert Lasker Award 
Kyoto Prize, Japan Prize, Honda Prize 
International Awards in Science and Engineering 
International Awards in Medicine and Life Science 
International Awards in Humanities and Social Science 
Order of Culture, Japan 
Imperial Prize of the Japan Academy 
Aw..,0.wti.n.hg Schotot-.tt J(wto ~ 
Chapters 7 and 8 introduce recipients of the Order of Culture and the Imperial Prize of the Japan 
Academy, Japan's highest honors to those who have made distinguished contributions to science, 
technology, the arts, and culture. Although these are domestic awards conferred on Japanese nationals, 
they have been included in this brochure in order to ensure that the achievements of Kyoto University 
researchers in the humanities and social science fields are appropriately represented. Due to the nature of 
those fields, most research papers by Japanese scholars are published in Japanese, and therefore less 
likely to be recognized internationally. Kyoto University is renowned as one of Japan's leading universities 
in the humanities and social science fields, and Chapters 7 and 8 reflect some of these great academic 
achievements. 
Please Note 
Each award-winning scholar is introduced on a full page within this brochure. In cases where researchers 
have received multiple awards, the content focuses on the higher profile award at the discretion of the 
editors. The brochure also introduces award-winning alumni who have not been employed by Kyoto Unive<sity. 
Request to Kyoto University Researchers 
While every effort has been made to provide information about all of Kyoto University's major international 
award winners to date, it is possible that some information may have been overlooked, as there have not 
been any previous materials compiling such information produced by Kyoto University. 
All reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this brochure, 
which covers a broad range of academic fields spanning science and the humanities over a period of 
almost seven decades. If any information is missing or erroneous, please kindly notify the editors so that 
subsequent editions may be revised. 
LAUREATES 
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About Kyoto University 
Kyoto University was originally founded as Kyoto Imperial University on 18 June 1897. It was the 
second imperial university to be established in Japan. 
Mission Statement 
"Kyoto University states its mission to sustain and develop its historical oommitment to academic freedom and to pursue 
harmonious coexistence within human and eoological oomm1.11ity on this planet." 
For 1i.Jrther details, please Wilt the website below: 
www.kyoto-u.ac.lplen/proftlelldeele.lbeslc/lndex.htm 
University Profile 
Students (as of 1 May 2014) 
Undergraduate students: 13,580 
Masters oourse students: 4, 794 
Professional course students: 721 
Doctoral 001.1119 students: 3,645 
lntematlonal students (as of 1 May 2014): 1, 779 
Students studying abroad (FY2013): 2,507 
FKUlly and 8tall' (as of 1 May 2014) 
Faculty members: 2,836 
Non-teaching stall members: 2,657 
lntamational faculty membel8 
(as of 1 May 2014): 275 
lntemational researchers hosted annually 
(FY2013): 851 
FecHltl• end Environment (as of 1 Aprll 2014) 
Facultles: 1 O 
Graduate Schools: 1 B 
Reseerch lnstttutes: 14 
Intra-University Networks and Organlzatlons: 6 
Education and Research Centers: 17 
OVerseas omces and Fecllltles: 50 
Finance 
FY2013 revenues: JPY 174,807 million 
FY2013 expenses: JPY 169,271 million 
International Aocolad• (as of 1 Ap~I 2014) 
Nobel Prizes: 8 
Raids Medals: 2 
Gauss Prize: 1 
Lasker Awards: 4 
Japan Prize&: 2 
Kyoto Prizes: 4 




Nobel Prize in Physics 1949 
Nobel Foundation 
LAUREATES 
Awan:M~b!ing SchotM$ -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Yukawa contributed to the theory of elementary particle physics. From 
1934 to 1935, he assumed that the fundamental interactions are carried by 
particles, and predicted the existence of a certain particle, which was later called 
•meson," for the strong Interaction between protons and neutrons. He also 
predicted that the mass of a meson is 200 times that of the electron. Moreover he 
originally attempted to reveal the mechanism of the weak interaction, though this 
attempt was failed. In 1937, a new particle with the predicted meson mass was 
discovered. Professor Powell experimentally discovered a meson mediating the 
nuclear force in 194 7, which verified the validity of Yukawa 's theory. 
Profile 
During his research life, he not only wrote a lot of scientific papers, but also 
fostered many excellent students. The news of his recipient of Nobel Prize 
encouraged the Japanese society of those days which had not been fully 
recovered from the World War II. In his later years, he became a member of 
Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs, and made efforts to realize 













Graduated from Kyoto ltnperial University Faculty of Scienoe 
Associate Professor, Osaka Imperial University Faculty of Science 
Panlclpated In the Solvay Conferences on Physics 
Received Doctor of Science from Osaka Imperial University 
Professor, Kyoto Imperial U"""'8ily 
Visiting Professor. lnstllule ror Advanced Study, USA 
Professor, Columbia University 
Board of Japanooe National Commsslon for UNESCO 
President. the Physical Society of Japan 
Retired from Kyoto Unlvetsity and entllled Professor Ementus 
UNESCO made a ~of Yul<awa for his mamorlal 
Other Awards and Prlzes (selected) 
1940 lmpat1al Prize, the Japan Academy. Japan 
1943 Order of CIJiMe, Japan (as the youngest receipt) 
1963 Foreign Member, the Royal Society, UK 
1964 Lomonosov Geld Medal, Russian ~of Science$, Russia 
1967 Medal of Metil, Order of tt>e Federal Republic of Garmany 
1967 Medal o f the Pon1lfical Academy of Sciences, Italy 
1977 Grand Conlon or the Order of the Rising Sun. Japan 
Nobel Prize in Physics 1965 
Nobel Foundation 
Achievements 
In 1943, Professor Tomonaga formulated lhe theory of quantum fields In a 
relativistically covariant form to establish the "super-many-time theory." 
completing the quantum field theory. In the 1930s to 1940s, researchers of the 
quantum mechanics of fields faced a serious problem: Theoretical calculation of 
the electron mass gave infinity, inconsistent with the measurement. In 1946, 
Tomonaga solved this problem by the 'renormalization theory.• 
Profile 
Sin-ttiro Tomonaga was a classmate of Hideki Yukawa (see p. 9) at Kyoto Imperial 
University and he stayed on as an assistant for three years at the University, upon 
completion of his bachelor's degree. In 1965, Tomonaga was awarded the Nobel 
Prize in Physics for his fundamental work in quantum electrodynamics, which 












Gm~ted from Kyoto Imperial U1M!rsity Faculty of SQenoe 
Studied i1 Leipzig, Germany 
Reoellled Doctor of S<:lence from Tokyo lmpetfal UnMlc'slty 
Prolesso<, Tokyo University of Ms and Science 
Professor, TokyoUnlvecsi1yol Education (·1969) 
Visited the lns\Me of Advanced Study, USA 
Established the Institute of Perticie and NUCiear Studies 9t the UnM!raity of TOkyo 
President, Tokyo unlwrslty of Education (· 1961) 
President, Science Cooncll of Japan (· 1969) 
Retimcf from Tokyo Universlty or EcM:ation and enbtled Professor Ementus 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1948 Japen Academy Prize, the Japan Academy. Japan 
1952 Order or OJlllM&. Japan 
1964 Lomonosov Gold Medal, Russian Academy or Scienoes, Russia 
1976 Grand Cordon of the Older of the Rising s..n. Japan 
10 
11 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1981 
Nobel Foundation 
LAUREATES 
Award·Wb!ing Schoton -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Fukui strived to theoretically elucidate chemical reactions using 
quantum mechanics. Classical theory of chemical reactions based on electrical 
attraction between a positively charged atom and a negatively charged atom 
cannot explain all chemical reactions. Quantum mechanics dictates the existence 
of orbitals, which represent the energy and distribution of electrons in a molecule. 
Fukui discovered that some of these orbitals play critical roles in chemical 
reactions, and then provided a perfect description of the essence of chemical 
reactions. In 1952, he published this description, which he called the frontier 
electron theory Oater renamed the frontier orbital th00!)'). The frontier orbital theory 
Is useful In understanding and predicting numerous chemical reactions, and 
remains essential in today's chemistry. In 1981, Fukui was awarded the Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry for his achievement. 
Profile 
Kenichi Fukui was one of the most distinguished chemists in Japan and was a 
professor at Kyoto University from 1g51 to 1982. He believed that the basic 
science research Is very Important, that research experience requires originality, 
and that people should foster a peaceful relationship between science and 
society. A number of his students have also contributed to the field of chemistry 











Graduated from Kye>to Imperial UnMl<slty Fao.lly ot t:ngineering 
Associate Professor, Kyoto Imperial llrMlralty 
ReceM!d Doctor of Engl.-ing from Kyoto Unillersity 
Professor, Kye>lO Unlvetslty 
Dean, Faculty of~. Kyoto~ 
Retired from Kyoto Universi1y and entitled Professor Emeri!tJS 
President. Kyoto Institute ot Technology 
Professor Emeritus, Kyoto Institute of Technology 
President, Japan Society lor !he Promotion ct Science 
Other Awards and Prtl:as (selected) 
1962 The Japan Aeademy Medal. Japan 
1981 OrderofCtJln.r&, Japan 
1988 Grand Colden of the Order of 1he ~ng Sun. Japan 
1989 Fore.gn Member, 1he R¢ofal Society, UK 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 198 7 
Nobel Foundation 
Achievements 
Lympl1ocytes play a major role in the irmiune system by expressing aver one trillion antibody 
receptors that reoognize pathogens and other f0<eign substanoes. Humans have no more 
!Im ~.000 genes, <¥1d how they generate Ills vast antilody repertoire was considered one 
of the greatest mysteries of life science In the 20th century. Tonegawa discovered the 
geoetic mechanism for producing this antibody diversity, called somatic recombination. 
Profile 
Susumu Tonegawa received his bachelor's degree from Kyoto University in 1g63, After 
wo<king at the Salk Institute for Molecular Biology o!Tumor Viruses and the Basel lnstiMe for 
Immunology, where he discovered the genetic basis of antibody diversity, he was appointed 
Professor at the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology (MrT) in 1981. He changed his 
research field from immunology to neuroscience and became the Founding Director of the 
Center for Leaming and Memory in 1994, which evolved into the Plcower Institute ol Leaming 
and Memory. Since 2009, he S€fVBS as Director of the RIKEN Brain Science lnstiMe in Japan 
wtlle mailtaining his positions as Pioower Professor and Howard HIJ!t.es Investigator at Mff. 
Grad\Jated from Kyoto University Faculty ol Science 
Reoetved Ph.D. from UCSO 
Postdoctoral Reseaichef, Salk Institute 
Member, Basel lnsti\\rte 10< lmrrunology, Switzetland 
Prof9SSO<, MIT 
llwesliga10<, Howard Hughes Medical tnsliMe 












Dtact0<, Plcower lnstiMe 10< learning and Memoty at MIT 
Otec10<. AIKEN 8rah Science Institute 
lnvesligat0< (reappointed), Howat<! Hughes Medlcaf Institute 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1978 The Clool1a P!1ze of Fwidatlon Professor Or. Max Ctoeua. Swtlze<IM:! 
1982 Louise Gross H<xwi1z Pnze, Columbia University, USA 
1983 08nada Gairdner International Awaro. the Galrdner Foundation. Canada 
1983 Person o1 cunura1 Melft. Japan 
1984 Older of Curtu-e, Japan 
1984 Fellow, American Academy of Arts and Sciences, USA 
t988 Robert·Koch Prize, the Koch Fooodatlon, Germany 
1986 Foreign Associate, National ACaderny of Sciences, USA 
1987 Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research Award, Lasker Foundation, USA 
t989 Distinguished Basic lnwstigator Awaro, American C<lllego ol Alleumatology, USA 
1989 Rabbi Sllal Shacl<nai Memorial f>ri%e in lmtrUlOlogy and cancer Research, Israel 
199t Clroef of the Southam Cross, Brazil 
1994 Prof9SSO<shlp, Amgen, Ille .. USA 
1994 Horaary m<rnber. and awatOOd 1119 Gol1er1 Medal 'Me<icus Meg'<$." Polsl> ~ ot Medicine. POOnd 
1999 Mika Hogg Award, the Unlverally of Texas M.O. Anderson cancer Cooter, USA 
1999 Prof8SSO<shlp, Whitehead Family Fonds 
2002 Professo<ship, Ploower Foundation 
2002 Presldentlal Lecturer, Society for Neuroscience Annual Meeting, USA 
2007 Gold Medal, Spanish National Rest>atCh Counci, Cajal Institute, Madrid, Spain 
2008 UCL Prize Lectutet In Clinical Science. Unl\ierslty College Lo<1<!on, UK 
2010 David M. Bonner Utetlme AehleYement Award. UCSO, USA 
LAUREATES 
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Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2001 
Nobel Foundation 
LAUREATES 
Award·Wbiing SchotM$ -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Noyori Initiated and developed asymmetric catalysis using 
organometallic molecular catalysts. His methods allow for efficient synthesis of 
biologically active chiral organic compounds and are now practiced widely in 
research and industry. 
Profile 
Ryoji Noyorl received his doctorate degree in engineering from Kyoto University, 
worked as a postdoctoral fellow at Harvard University, and taught at Nagoya 
University. Currently, he is a University Professor at Nagoya and President of 
AIKEN. Noyori has chaired various government committees for science and 
technology as well as higher education. He is a member of the Japan Academy 
and the Pontifical Academy of Sciences; a foreign member of the National 
Academy of Sciences, USA, the Russian Academy of Sciences, the National 
Academy of Sciences, Korea, the Royal Society, UK, and the Chinese Academy 
















Badltllor degree. Kyoto l.Wve<slty 
Master's degree, Kyoto University 
lns1ructor. Kyoto Unive<sily 
Doc1orate In Englneemg. Kyoto University 
Associate Professor, Nagoya Unlwtsity (· 1972) 
Postdoctoral Fellow. HllMlrd UrWe<slty (-1970) 
Professor. Nagoya UnM!rslty 
Dean. Grac:Juate School 01 Science. Nagoya University (-1999) 
President. CherricaJ Society of Japan (-2003) 
University Professor, Nagoya University (-prasent) 
Plesldent, RlKEN (-piesen!) 
ChaJr, Science and Technology CooncU. Ministry of Education, Cunure, Sports, Science and 
Technology (·pnisent) 
Member, Science C<n>cU ol Japan (-2007) 
Chair, Eru:ation Rebullc*1g Coundl (-2008} 
Other Awards and PTttes (selected) 
1993 Twahedron Prize for Creativity in O<ganic Chemistry. UK 
1995 Japan ACademf Prize, the Japan Academy, Japan 
1997 Mllur C. Cope Award. American Olemlcal Socfety. USA 
1998 Person ol rutureJ Merit. Japan 
1999 King Faisal International Prize for Science, Kjr1g(IOm Of 5a<J(j At8bia 
2000 Order ol Cull\Jre. Japan 
2001 Wdf Prize in Chemlstly, Wol.f Foundation, IStaBI 
2001 Roger AOan>s Award in Organle Cllemistry, American ChemlCaf Society, USA 
2010 l..omonosoll Gold Medal, Russian~ ol Scleoces. Russia 
Nobel Prize in Physics 2008 
Nobel Foundation 
Achievements 
Professor Maskawa, with Professor Makoto Kobayashi (see p.15), explained 
broken symmetry between particle and antiparticle known as CP violation within 
the Standard Model (SM) of elementary particle theory. In 1973, they found a 
natural explanation of CP violation with at least six quarks within the SM. The 51n 
and 6•h quarks were discovered in 1977 and 1995, respectively. A large CP 
violation in B meson system, which is deduced from their model, was first 
observed In 2001. In 2008, Maskawa and Kobayashi were awarded the Nobel 
Prize in Physics for their contribution to particle physics. 
Profile 
Toshihide Maskawa received a Doctor of Science in 1g67 lrom Nagoya University. 
In the earty 1970s, when he was an assistant professor at Kyoto University, he 
collaborated with Makoto Kobayashi, who were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 2008. From 1997 until 2003, he was the director of the Yukawa 
Institute for Theoretical Physics. and is a professor emeritus of Kyoto University. 
He ls currently the Director General of KMI. Nagoya University, and Is Head of the 













Receiv«1 Doctor or Scienoo from Nagoya Uf'Mlrsity 
Assistant Professor, NagOya IJnMlrsily 
Asslstlw1t Prolessor, Kyoto University 
Associate Prolessor, lns1itute for Nudest Study, the UnMl<sityolT~ 
Professor. Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto Univelsity 
Professor, Kyoto University 
Director, Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto University 
Re~red from Kyoto Unillersity and entltled Professor Emeritus 
Professor, Kyoto Sangyo UnlYerstty 
Head, Masl<awa lnstiMe. Kyoto Sangyo l.kWersity 
Dfrector General. Kobeyashl-Maskawa Institute ror the 0<1gin ol Partlcles and the ~l\oerse (KMQ 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1985 Japan~ Prlzo, the Japan Ar;aderrry, Japan 
1985 J. J . SalqJflli Prite for lheocetical Particle Fl1ysics (naugt.131 award),~ Physical Socieey, USA 
200t Person of Cultural Merit, Japan 
2007 High Enerll'f and Particle Physics Prize. European Physical Society 
2008 Order ol c.Aure. Japan 
LAUREATES 
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Nobel Prize in Physics 2008 
Nobel Foundation 
LAUREATES 
Award·Wb!ing SchotM$ -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Kobayashi explained the mechanism underlying the breakdown of 
symmetry between particles and antiparticles together with Professor Toshihide 
Maskawa (see p.14). In 1973, they wrote an article titled 'CP Violation in the 
Renormalizable Theory of Weak Interaction.· In this work, they predicted the 
possible existence of six kinds of quarks. This had been confirmed experimentally 
by 1995. In 2008, he and Professor Maskawa were awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Physics for their contribution to the advancement of particle physics. 
Profile 
Makoto Kobayashi received a Doctor of Science in 1972 from Nagoya University. 
In the early 1970s. when he was an assistant professor at Kyoto University, he 
collaborated with Professor Toshihide Maskawa on research that resulted in the 
work for which they were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2008. 















Recei\/ed Doctor of Science from Nagoya University 
Asslslant Professor. Kyoto UnM!rslty 
Associate Professor, KEK 
Professor, KEK 
Director, Institute of Partlc1es and Nucleat Studies at KEK 
Tl\JStoo,KEK 
Retired from KEK and entltfod Professor Erner11\JS 
f<llow, lntematlonal Institute for Advanced Studies 
ExocutMI Diteclor, the Japan Socio<y for the Promotion of Science 
Chair ol ~Boatd, l<obeyashl-Masl<awa tnstltule for the Origin of Partk:los and the Un~ 
Honoraiy Professor Emeritus. KEK 
Unlve!sity Professor, Nagoya UnlYe<sfty 
Other Awards and Priz9' (selected) 
1985 Japan Academy Prize, 1he JSj)llO Academy, Japan 
1985 J. J . Saklr.ll Prize for Thoorotlcal Pa1lcle Physics (inaugural aw.wd). American Physical Sodmy, USA 
2001 Person ol Cultural Merit, Japan 
2007 ~ Energy and Particle Physics Prize, European Physical Society 
2008 Order of CUlt\A'9, Japan 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 2012 
Nobel Foundation 
Achievements 
Professor Yamanaka and his research team reported the world's first generation 
of mouse iPS cells (induced pfuripotent stem oelts) in 2006 and the generation of 
human iPS cells in 2007. The team also reported the establishment of mouse iPS 
cells using plasmid DNA vectors in 2008, one of the first methods to generate 
such cells without requiring gene insertion. Yamanaka was awarded the prize 
jointly with Sir John B. Gurdon, a Fellow of the Royal Society and professor at and 
founder of the Wellcome TrusVCancer Research UK Gurdon Institute, the 
University of Cambridge. 
Profile 
Shinya Yamanaka at first pursued a career as an orthopedic surgeon and later 
began conducting stem cell research for medical applications. He moved to 
Kyoto University in 2004, and since 2008 has served as the director of the 



















Grad\Jated from Kobe lJniwrslty Scllool of Medldno, M.D. 
Resident, National Osaka Hosp1lal (· 1989) 
Studied Phamacology at Osaka City l.MMlrsity Graduate School (· 1993) 
Reoellied 1'11.0. in Medicine at Osaka City University 
Postdoc, Gladstone lnstttutes. lkllw!<slty of Galifomia in San Francisco (UCSF) (· 1996) 
Assistant Professor. Osaka City ~ (· 1999) 
Associate Professor, Nara lnStitvte of Science and Technology (NAISl) (·2003) 
ProfOSSO<, NAIST (·2005) 
ProfOSSO<. Institute f0< Frontler Medical Sciences. Kyoto University (·2007) 
Senior k1'1es1lgat0<. Gladstone Institutes. UCSF 
ProlOSSO<, UCSF 
Profossor. Institute for lntogratod Ccif.Matorlal Sdoncos (WPHCoMS). Kyoto Unilllltsily {·2012) 
Di11>C10<, Center lor iPS Cell Research and Applcation {CiRA) at WPl·iCeMS. K~o UnMllsily (·2010) 
IJSecto<, CiRA. Kyoto University 
President, International Society f0< Stem C<lll Resoarch (·2013) 
Profess0<, CiRA. Kyoto University 
Principal lnvestlgat0<, iCeMS. Kyoto Unlver$lty 
Other Awards and Prizes (solcctod) 
2008 Robert Koch Award, The Robert K¢Cll Foondatlon, Germany 
2008 The Sllaw Prile In Life Science and Medicine 
2008 Modal with Purple Ribbon, Japan 
2009 Canada Galrdner International Award. The Galtdner Foundation. Canada 
2009 Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research Award, Lasker Foon<Sation, USA 
201 O Imperial Prize 8l1d Japan Academy Prize, the Japan Academy, Japan 
201 O lntsrnatlonal Batzan Prize. the International Balzan Prize FO<.lldatlon 
2010 Kyoto Prize, lnarnori Founclatlon, Japan 
2011 WO~ Prize In MedicS>e. WOil Foundation, Israel 
2011 King Fsisal lntemalional Prize In Medicine. King Faisal FO<.lldation, Klngdorn cl Saudi Arabia 
2011 Foreign ASsociate, National ~of Science. USA 
2012 MilleMum Technology Pnze, Tec'1nology Academy Finland. Firland 
2012 OrderofClJ!lum. Japan 
2013 ~ Prize in Life Sciences. l!1'l 8'eeklhrough Prize in Life Sciences Foundation 
LAUREATES 




NoOOI Prize In Physics 
1950 
Hajime T• n•be 




Soicll lro Sasaki 
Order of Cultur8. Japan 
Seiichl Mizuno 
lmp&rial Prize 




Order of CUiture, JBpan 
1954 
Jltauzo Tamu,.. 
Imperial Prize and Japan Academy Prize 
Yu/do Kobayashi 
lm{J6rial Prize and J8pBn Acad6my Prize 
1956 
tzuru Shlnmure 
Order of Cullur&, JaparJ 
Mu uzoShllcahl 
lmperisl Prize and Japan Academy Prize 
lumuTachl 
lm{)&tlal Prize and Japan Acad6my Prize 
1961 
Tonio Si.auk/ 
Order ol QJ/ture, Japan 
1962 
Yoshlnarl Kuwada 
OtOOr of Cullvre. Je.pan 
1965 
Sln-ltlro Tomonaga 





Fi'tld&ric St8fll&y Kipping AW81d In Silicon Cllemistry 
1968 
Tatauo Nishida 





Imperial Prize and Japan Academy Prize 
1977 
lchiro S.kurada 
Order of Culture, Japan 
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Carl Friedrich Gauss Prize 2006 
International Mathematical Union 
Achievements 
Professor ltO made outstanding contributions to probability theory. His 
epoch-making theory of stochastic differential equation, first published in 1942, 
described non-deterministic random evolutions. Known as Ito Calculus, it 
replaced the Newton-Leibniz calculus for random processes and has found 
applications in other fields of mathematics as well as in other disciplines, including 
various fields in physics, control theory in engineering, population genetics in 
biology and, most recently, mathematical finance in economics. 
Profile 
Kiyosi ltO was born in Mie, Japan. Besides being renowned for his brilliant 
mathematical achievements during a productive career spanning over sixty years, 
he has been a truly inspirational teacher to many mathematicians in Japan and 



















Grado.Jaled from Tokyo Imperial l.Wve<sity FacUty or Science 
Statistical Offioef, Statistics Blwau of the cabinet Soonlta.lat. Japan 
Assistant Professor, Nagoya k11perlal UoNe!sity 
Doclor of Science, Tokyo Imperial l.kMtsity 
f'rol9SSQ(, Kyoto University 
Fulbright l'1lllow. Institute ror Advanced Study, Prinoetoo 
Prolessor, Stanford t..Wverslty 
Prolessor. Aarhus lklMltsity 
f'rol9SSQ(, Cometl ~
Direct0<, Research Institute f0< Mathemalical Sciences, Kyoto University 
Retlmd from Kyoto Unlvets!ty and entitled Pror9SSQ( Emeritus 
f'rol9SSQ(, Gal<uShuin ~
Retited from Gai<ushuin ~ity 
Membce Associl\ Branger, Acadirnie des Sciences. France 
Member, 1h9 Japan~ 
Hooomry Mamba<, Moscow Malllematlcal Society 
Foreign Member, National Academy of Sciences. USA 
Cl1her Awards and Prttes (selected) 
1978 l/Tl)6ial Prize and Japan tv::adootf Prize, the Japan Academy, Japan 
1987 Wolf Prize In Mathemallcs, Wolf Foundation. Israel 
1998 Kyoto Prize. lnamori FOUldation, Japan 
2003 Person of eunurat Merit. Japan 
2008 Order of eutt ... e. Japan 
Wolf Prize in Medicine 1986 
Wolf Foundation 
Achievements 
Professor Hayaishl significantly contributed to research in the biomedical sciences 
and enzymology by discovering oxygenases, respiratory enzymes that are broadly 
spread in nature. Before his discovery, dehydrogenation was considered to be the 
only mechanism of biological oxidation. In showing the biological fixation of 
molecular oxygen, he introduced a new concept for the mechanism of 
biological oxidation. 
Profile 
Osamu Hayaishi is one of the pioneers in the medical chemistry field. After his 
discovery of oxygenases In the USA, he was appointed at Kyoto University, where 
he extended his study to include the metabolic pathways of oxygenases. He was 
selected as among the Persons of Cultural Merit in Japan in 1972. He was 
decorated with the Order of Culture and the Grand Cordon of the Order of the 


















Assistant Pro!essor, Osaka ~ty 
AeoeMld Doc1or of Medicine from Osaka University 
Research Fellow, the University of Wisconsin 
Research Fellow, the University of CeJWomia 
Research Fellow, NatioMJ !Mtllute OI Hea1111, USA 
ProfOSSO(, Department of Medal&, Ille lkWe!sity cl WaslWlgton 
Dean, Depar1mon1 of Toxicology, Nalional lnstl1lllo of Health, USA 
PrafOSSO(, Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto University 
ProfOSSO(, Faculty of Medicine, Osaka lJnivorsity (-1963) 
ProfOSSO(, vanoortillt Univetslly 
ProfOSSO(, Faculty of Medicine, the Unlvetslly Of TOkyo {-197 4) 
Dean, Faculty of Medcino, Kyoto University 
Retired from Kyoto Univorslly and became Professor Emeritus 
CJtect(l(, Osaka 8iosdence lns1fluto 
Hoootaiy Oirect(l(, Os8l<a Bioscience Institute 
CNel Qirect(l(, Osaka Blosoieoce lns1itute 
01her Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1967 Japan N;atJerrry Prize, the J8'JM Academy, Japan 
1972 Parson of Cultural Merit, Japan 
1972 OrderofC\lllure, Japan 
1972 Foreign Associate, Nallonal ~of S<:lence, USA 
1974 Member, the Japan AcOOoo1y 
1975 Vem101l Medal of the Cily of Paris, France 
1976 NawYO!I<~ Bloohetristty Award, TheNewYorl<Acacfemyof Sdet\oos, USA 
1993 Grand Cordon of the~ of Ille Sacred Tre8Sl>e, Japan 
LAUREATES 
Aw•rd•Wi'lnln" SchoMrs ft l<)'Olo UnNorsfry 20 
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Wolf Prize in Mathematics 200212003 
Wolf Foundation 
LAUREATES 
Award·Wbiing SchotM$ -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Sato created many new main streams in mathematics with his original, 
profound, and brilliant ideas. In the earlier stage of his research, he introduced the 
theory of hyperfunctions by extending the usual notion of functions via relative 
cohomology groups with coefficients in a sheaf. He likewise established the 
foundation of microlocal analysis and correspondences between solutions tor 
soliton equations and infinite dimensional Grassmannian manifolds. The latter 
result led to the discovefY of his famous tau function. 
Profile 
Mikio Sato has been a leading scholar in mathematics and has fostered many 
brilliant students. These students, who are known as "Sato School." play 
Important roles in the mathematical community. Although he has not written many 
research papers. he has freely shared his numerous ideas gushing like a spring 
with his students, which have developed and deepened much further. Indeed, his 







Graduated from tho Uriv<lraity of Tol<yo 
Received Doctor of Science from tho lkWersity of Tol<yo 
Professor, ~ Institute for Mathematical Sdenoos, Kyoto t.Wverslty 
Director. Researcll Institute for Mathematical Sclenoes, Kyoto Uf\Ml<sity 
Retired from Kyoto Unillefsily and enti11ed Professor EmeriltJs 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1976 Japan Academy Prize, tho Japan Academy, Japan 
1964 Person al C!Atural Merft, Japan 
1997 Rolf Scllocl< Prize. Sweden 
Fields Medal 1970 
International Mathematical Union 
Achievements 
The most remarkable achievement of Professor Hironaka is his breakthrough in 
proving the existence of a resolution of singular~ies for algebraic va.rieties in a field 
of characteristic zero. This problem was one of the most fundamental ones in 
algebraic geometry. Before his achievement, many mathematicians approached 
this problem. and several results were produced in relation to one·, two·. and 
three-dimensional algebraic varieties. He proved the above for arbitrary 
dimensions. He developed various original algebraic techniques for his proof. and 
these are also applied to a wide range of other problems in mathematics. 
Profile 
Heisuke Hironaka was greatly influenced by Alexander Grothendieck, a professor 
In his times at lnstitut des Hautes Eludes Scientiflques (!HES) who laid the 
foundations of modern algebraic geometry. Professor Hironaka established the 
Heisuke Hironaka Fund in 2002 to promote connections between !HES and 
Japanese mathematicians. He has also continuously encouraged young people 
who are interested in mathematics: the Japan Association for Mathematical 
Sciences, founded by Professor Hironaka, provides fellowships for Japanese 
students aiming to pursue doctoral studies overseas. 













Rocelwd Master's dogroo from Kyoto University 
Recelwd Ph.D. at Hruvard UnM>rsity 
Lecturer, Brendeis Unlvetsily 
Associate Professor. Brandeis lk1Mlfsily 
ReceM!d Doctor of Science from Kyoto Unlwrslty 
Professor, CoUnbla Unlwrsity 
Professor, Harvasd UnM>fslty 
Professor, Reseatch Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto UrMltsily 
President. Japan Assoc!allan for Maltiemat!cal Sciences 
wnam EINoocl 8'y$ly Prolessor Emorilus. HaJv8ld UrMlrslty 
Pl'esident, Yomagucti University (-2002) 
Visfilng Professor, Seoul National UnM>rsity 
Other Aw ards and Prizes (selected) 
1975 Order of Culture, Japan 
2004 L:otdm national de la Uglon d'honneur, France 
22 
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Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research Award 1998 
Lasker Foundation 
Achievements 
Professor Masui discovered a protein, called the maturation promoting factor 
(MPF), In the cytoplasm of cells that control cell division in fertilized frog eggs. His 
discovery with Ors. Lee Hartwell and Paul Nurse, who were jointly awarded as 
well. greatly contributed to modem understanding of the universal mechanism for 
regulating ceil division in all eukaryotic organisms. 
Profile 
Yoshie Masul studied biology at Kyoto University and received his Doctor of 
Science degree In 1961. Beginning In 1955, he taught biology at Kenan 
University. In 1966, he took a sabbatical from his position as assistant professor 
and attended Clement Markert's laboratory at Yale University, where he began his 
work on frog oocytes. Three years later, he moved to the University of Toronto as 
an associate professor, and in the same year, he discovered that MPF is a protein. 
In 1978, he became a professor at the University of Toronto. He received the 









ReceMlcf Masin degree f\'om Kyoto Universiiy 
Ta\J\11t as Asslslant Profoosor at Kenan ~
ReoeMld Doctor of Science from Kyoto IXMlrsl1y 
Associate Profoosor, Konan Unive<Sity 
Associate ProfGSSOf, UnMlrslty al Toronto 
Proloosor, University al Toronto 
Praloosor Emeritus at ~ly of Toronto 
Othet Awatds and Prl:z.es (selected) 
1992 Gairdner Foon<lalion International Award. !he Gairdner Foundation. Cenada 
* Avthority: Usl<w Foutidarj()() (htrp:llwww.ta.s1<.Gttoun~t/Oft.org/11W1Jfd$/199BJJ_desc6ptlor't_p.hrm) 
Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research Award 1989 
Lasker Foundation 
Achievements 
Professor Nishizuka discovered protein kinase C (PKC) from bovine brain and 
elucidat ed its regulating mechanism by Ca2• and phorbol ester. Using 
techniques in molecular biology, his team and succeeding teams reported 11 
isotypes of PKCs, which form a group of proteins called "PKG family.· Further 
biochemical and molecular biological studies constructed the field of PKC as a 
part of biology, and currently, PKC family proteins are known to regulate 
fundamental cellular and tissue functions. 
Profile 
Yasutomi Nlshizuka was trained at Kyoto University as a biochemist under the 
supervision of Professor Osamu Hayaishl (see p. 20). In addition to his highly 
recognized work on PKCs at Kobe University, Professor Nishlzuka also 
contributed to the field of biochemistry through training many talented young 
scientists. In 1995, he was appointed President of Kobe University amid the 
chaos brought by the Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake that affected the university as 












Received Ph.D. in Medicine from KyQto i.1<11119rsity 
Associate Professor. Kyoto ~lty FeCIAty or Medlelne 
ProlOSSO< and Chairpel$Ofl of tho Deparnnont ol Biocl1emlstry. K<lbe University FactJity ol Medicine 
Professor, Kobe UnM!rsity FaC<Jtty of Sc~ (-1995) 
Vl$ltlng Professor. Stanford~ School ot Medlelno (-1995) 
Professor, Institute for Vrus Reseetch, Kyoto UnM!rsity (-1995) 
President, Kobe University 
Retired from Kobe Unlwrslty and entitled Professor Eme<ttus 
President, Hyogo Medical Center for Adults 
01her Awards and Prius (saloctad) 
1988 Japan Acedemy Prize, tho Japan Academy, Japan 
1987 Person of CU\ural Meri\, Japan 
1988 Ganada Gairdner lntematlonal Award, the Gai'dnor FoundaHon, Canada 
1988 Alfred P. Sloan Jr. Prize, the General Motors Canoer Research Foundalion. USA 
1992 Kyoto "'1ze, lnamon Foundalion, Japan 
1992 Physiology Award from tho Netherlands 
1994 Dale Medal. Society for Endocrinology, UK 
1995 Wolf "'1ze in Medicl'le. Wolf Foundation. Israel 
1995 Ernst Scheling Prize, Ernst Sd1emg Reseetch Fot.ndation, Germany 
1996 Banerjee Medal, tho Asiatic SOdety, India 
LAUREATES 
Aw•rd• Wi'lnlnp ScboMrs ff l<)'Olo Unlwltsft.y 24 
25 
Fields Medal 1990 




Professor Mori pursued his research on algebraic varieties especially of higher 
dimensions. and his first eminent work was the affirmative answer to the 
Hartshorne Conjecture in 1978. He started working on the Minimal Model 
Program, which is often called the Mori Program. and completed Its three 
dimensional case in 1988. He received the Fields Medal in 1990 for these 
remarkable achievements. 
Profile 
Shigefumi Mori became an Assistant Professor at Kyoto University in 1975, an 
Assistant Professor at Harvard University (1977 -80). and a Lecturer at Nagoya 
University in 1g80. Since then he spent much time in the United States at the 
Institute for Advanced Study (1981-82). Columbia University (1985-87), and 
University of Utah (1991-93) as a Visiting Member/Professor. He was elected as 








GradJatad from Kyoto Uni-slty FactJlty of Science 
Assistant ProfessO<, Kyoto University 
Rec:eillW lloc1or of Science from Kyoto l.k'lversitY 
ASsoclate Professor. Nagoya UnMnlty 
Professor, Nagoya UnlYe<sity 
Professor. Reseatth tnstlMe for Mathematlcal Sciences. Kyoto University 
Other Awards and Prfies (selected) 
1990 Frank Nelson Cole Pl'ize In Algebra. American Mathematica! Society, USA 
1990 Japan Academy Prtte QolnUy with Dr. Shige<u l~aka and Dr. Yojlro Kawamata}. the Japan 
Aeademy, Japan 
1990 Person of Cultural Merit, Japan 
20t 0 l.k1Ml<slty Professor. Nagoya University 
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Kyoto Prize, Basic Sciences 1995 
lnamori Foundation 
LAUREATES 
Award·Wbiing SchotM$ -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Hayashi contributed to the maturation of modern astrophysics, applying 
scientific principles such as nuclear physics and fluid dynamics to the analysis of 
astronomical phenomena. He successfully calculated the relationship between 
star luminosity and temperature, called "Hayashi track," which explains the 
process of star evolution for the pre-main-sequence. 
Profile 
Chushiro Hayashi was born in Kyoto, Japan. He graduated from Tokyo Imperial 
University in 1942. In 1945, he joined the Yukawa Laboratory at Kyoto Imperial 
University and stayed there until he retired in 1984. While he continued research 









Entered Ille labotatory ol Hlclel4 'l\Jl<awa at Kyoto lmpenaj University 
Received Ooclor of Science from Kyoto University 
Associate Pl'ofoosor, Kyoto Unlvcrslly 
Professor, Kyoto Univelsity 
Dean, Faculty of Science, Kyoto U"""'5ily 
Professor Emeritus. Kyoto University 
Other Award.sand Prizes (selected) 
1970 Eddi",gton Modal, Royal Asuonomlcal Society, UK 
1971 Imperial Prize and Jepan Acedern)" Prize. Ille Jepan ~. Japan 
1982 Per»On ol ~ral Meril, Japan 
1986 Ord<M' of CUilum, Jepan 
2004 The Catherine W<Jfe Bruoo GOid Medal, Astronomical Society of tho Pacific, USA 
Kyoto Prize, Basic Sciences 2013 
lnamori Foundation 
Achievements 
Professor Nei facilitated the research on evolutionary dive<gence, genetic diversity, 
and the mode of gene selection in a quantitative manner by devising various 
statistical methods, such as Nei's genetic distance and neighbor-joining method 
of phylogenetic construction. Using these methods, he has made Important 
contributions to molecular evolutionary biology as well as many other scientific 
disciplines, including ecology and oonservation biology. 
Profile 
Masatoshi Nei is an evolutionary biologist who teaches at Pennsylvania State 
University. His innovative proposal of genetic distance, which quantifies genetic 
divergence between species or between populations within a species, has been 
recognized internationally as Nei 's genetic distance. He received his Doctor of 
Agriculture degree from Kyoto University in 1 g5g. He also served as an assistant 
professor of the University's Faculty of Agriculture from 1958 to 1962. He has 
been a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and National 
Academy of Sciences since 1 g9o and 1997, respectively. 











Received Doctor of Agicl.lrur9 from K)'Olo University 
ASsistant Professor. Kyoto UnlverSify 
Reseatcl1er. National Institute of Radlologcal Sdences. Japan 
Head, Pcptl.ation Genetics l.aboratcxy, National lnsliMe of Radiological Sciences. Jajlan 
ASsociate Professor, Brown University 
Prolossor, Brown University 
Prof8SS()(, University al Texas at Houston 
Rece!llOO Doctor of Science from KWSl'<I University 
Dlector, Institute al Molecular Evolutionary Gel'letlcs, Pennsylvania Slate UrWerslty 
Prolessor, Pemsytvania State University 
Ottter Awards and Prlus (selected) 
1990 Felow, American Aeademy al Arts and Scienoes, USA 
1997 Member, National Academy of Sciences. USA 
2002 ln1ematlonal Pltze fo< Biology, Japan Society for lhe Promotion of Science, Japan 
2006 Thomas Hunt Morgan Medal, Genetics Society of M1eric8, USA 
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Japan Prize 2000 




Professor lshizaka discovered lmmunoglobulin E (lgE) as the cause for allergic 
reactions, contributing to the current understanding of the pathogenesis of allergy 
at the molecular level. His innovative method for identifying lgE, which is typically 
the least abundant isotype of immunoglobulin, also contributed greatly to the 
identification of other less abundant proteins. Further, he discovered that an 
antigen-antibody complex formed by a bridge between two antibody molecules 
exerts a physiological activity, thereby contributing to the understanding of cellular 
and molecular biological processes in allergy progression. 
Profile 
In the course of his work in several laboratories in the USA, such as those at the 
California Institute of Technology, University of Colorado, and Johns Hopkins 
University School of Medicine, Kimishige lshizaka attained considerable 
achievements in the field of allergy and immunology. He achieved much of his 
scientific accomplishments together with his wife, Teruko lshizaka, who was also 
an immunologist. Professor lshizaka received the First Order of Merit and the 












Received Pll.O. In Medidne from the University of Tokyo 
Ctjej, Department of Serology, OMslon of lmmUnooorology, Nallonal1nst1Meof Heell'1, Japan (-1959) 
Research Fellow, CelWomia lnslllute of Tec:Mo!ogy(-1959) 
Assistant Pro(ess()(, Medical School, lkMraily of Colorado (-1965) 
Chief, Department of lrTVntmlogy. <Ndran'sAsthma Research lnslftuteand Ho$pltal (· 1970) 
O'Neil f'lolessorol MedCine and M'aobiology. SdloolCllMedCine. The ..llhns Hq:il<J>s U~(-1961) 
ProlOSSO<, The Johns Hopl<ins University Faculty of Ms and Science (-1989) 
Prolessot, Kyoto Unlwrsity 
0Woc1or, Svb-clepaM1ent or Immunology, Th& Johns ~ Un/lle<slty School of Medicroe 
President, La Jolla Institute f0< Allerw and lmrr•mology, and Adjunct PlofOSSO<, Oepartmenl 
of Medicine, Unl\lersity of Galifomia, San Diego (UCSO) (· 1996) 
Other Award• and Prize. (selected) 
1972 Passano Laureate, The Passano Foondalfon, Inc., USA 
1973 Paul Ehrlich and Ludwig DarmslaedlOf Prize, Goethe University F1ankfurt. Germany 
1973 canada GalrdOOf lntematlonal Awatd, the Galrdner Foundation, canada 
1974 The Fr.II Scientific Achievemeot Awatd of lntematiooal ASsociation of Allergoiogy, USA 
197 4 lflllOrial Prize and Japan Academy Prize, the Japan Academy, Japan 
197 4 Order of QJl!ll'&, Japan 
1974 Person of Cultural M<lrit, Japan 
1976 Distlnguished Scientist Award, American Academy of Allerw Asthma & Immunology, USA 
1977 Awatd for Distinguished Achievement, Modem Medlcine, USA 
1979 Borden Award, Association of Ametican Mecrical Colleges, USA 
1982 - of Modem Alterw Awf!ld, American College of Allergy, USA 
1983 Foreign Associate, National Academy of Scienoes, USA 
1985 M1eriean College of Physicians Awatd, AmefiCan College of Physicians. USA 
1999 Grand Cocdon of the Order of the Saaed Treastl&, Japan 
Japan Prize 2005 
The Japan Prize Foundation 
Achievements 
Professor Nagao developed a practical machine translation system, which 
followed his proposed new machine translation principle called example-based 
machine translation. His innovative system generated a significant impact on 
machine translation research in numerous countries. He also Introduced feedback 
analysis Into image processing in face recognition, and his contribution had a 
considerable influence over subsequent research efforts. Meanwhile, by 
comprehensively using technologies in natural language and image processing, 
he proposed a concept of the digital librruy that would store both text materials 
and image and sound information. His system, which has been put Into practical 
use, has contnbuted significantly to the promotion of the digital librruy. 
Profile 
In 1966, Makoto Nagao received his Doctor of Engineering degree from Kyoto 
University, where he served as an associate professor two years later. Following 
his appointment as a visiting professor at Grenoble University in 1969-70, he 
returned to Kyoto University as a professor in 1973. He established the 
International Association for Machine Translation in 1991 and the Association for 
National Language Processing in Japan in 1994. In recognition of his outstanding 
merits, he was elected as the 23rd president of Kyoto University, serving from 










Assistant PIOfessor, Kyoto~ 
ReceMld Doctorof ~from Kyoto University 
Associate Professor, Fac.Atv ol fnginooring, Kyoto Un~ 
Professor, Kyoto UnMlrslty 
();rector, Oeta Processing Cente<, K}'O!o University (- 1990) 
Dean, Faculty of Engloeerlng, Kyoto LJme<slty 
President, Kyoto University (-2003) 
Ptesident, National lnstiMe of Information and Communicalions Technology 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
t993 IEEE Emanuel R. Piore AWS/d, rm (lnslitute of Electlical and EJectronics Engineers), USA 
1997 IAMT Award ol Honor, lntemallonal Assoda1lan for Machine Translation. USA 
1997 Modal with Purple Rbbon, Japan 
1999 Honoraoy Degree ol Doctor ol Science. tile University Of Nottlngllam, UK 
1999 C&C Prize, NEC C&C Foundation. Japan 
2003 Lifeline AchleYemenl AWSld. Association for Computational Ungulsllcs, USA 
30 
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Japan Prize 2005 




Professor Takeichi identified the first members of the cadherin family of 
calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesion molecules in the late 1970s to early 1980s, 
a breakthrough that allowed scientists to investigate thoroughly the mechanisms 
by which complex multicellular structures lorm and are held together. 
Profile 
Masatoshi Takeichi graduated and received his Master's degree in Biology from 
Nagoya University. While completing his doctoral study, he moved to Tokindo 
Okada's laboratory (see p.54) at Kyoto University with his supervisor Gore Eguchi. 
Through his work, he found that calcium is crucial for cell-cell adhesion. Several 
years later, after his research experience al the Department of Embryology at 














ASsistant P<Olessor, Kyoto Un!ver$11y 
Racelved Doctor of Selene& from Kyoto l..Wversl!y 
ASsociate Professor, Kyoto Univer&ty 
PrOlessor, Faculty of Science, Kyoto University (-1999) 
Visiting Professor. Natlonal Institute for Basic Biology, Japan (-1998) 
Head, Cante< for Molecular and Dewlof)mentel Biology, Kyoto Unlvetslty (-1999) 
PrOlessor, Graooate School or Biostudies, Kyoto Universily 
Rstlrad from Kyoto Univoral!y 
Visiting Professor, Kyoto UnJversily (-2002) 
Director, AIKEN Center ror Developmental Biology 
PrOlessor Emeritus. Kyoto Ut1iwrsity 
Ottler Awards and Pri1es (selocted) 
1995 The Princess Taxamatsu cancer Research Fund Prizes. the Princess Tal<llmatsu CMcer 
Research Fund, Japan 
1996 Japan Academy Prize, the Japan Academy. Japan 
2001 Ross Harrison Prize, lntematiooel Society of Developmental Biologists 
2001 Keio Medical Science Prize, Keio Unilleraity Medical Science Fmd, Japan 
2004 Person of CUiturai Merit, Japan 
2007 Foreign ASsociate, National Academy of Sciences, USA 
2012 Honorary Doctorate. Ghent l..Wversi!y. Be9Jm 
2012 Thomson Reuters Citation Laureate, Thomson Reule<S 
Honda Pr,-ze 2012 
The Honda Foundation 
Achievements 
Professor Le Bihan developed an imaging method for water diffusion 
measurement by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The diffusion MRI method 
has saved numerous patients suffering acute stroke as it significantly reduces 
detection time for diagnosis and treatment. The method can also provide 
Information on nerve fibers, showing the wiring of the brain. II enables healthcare 
professionals to determine preoperatively the extent of tumor resection, 
dramatically reducing accidental damage to other regions during surgery. 
Profile 
Denis Le Bihan is a pioneer, as he has clinically and scientifically established the 
basis of diffusion MRI in clinical application, thereby contributing to widespread 
use of MRI. He is a Knight of the French National Order of Mer~. a full member of 
the French Academy of sciences and Academy of Technologies, as well as of the 












ReceMld M.0 . at the Unlwrsity of Paris VI 
Receilled Ph.D. In Physics at the Unlve.'sily of Pat1s XJ 
Visiting Associate, Diagnostic Radiology Department, Cllflic8l Center, National Institutes of 
Health (NIH). USA{· 1990) 
01lel, O!agnosllc Radiology Researth Section, Cinlcal Center ol the NIH. USA 
~Associate Professor, Geotgetown Umersity Hospital 
Clllef. Aesearch and Methodology Section, SeMce Hospttalie< Frederic Joliot, Atomic Energy 
Convnlssloo (CEA). France 
Director, Laboratooy of Ana!omlcel end Fulctional Neoxomag;ng at - HOSl)ltalier Frec!enc 
Jollot. CEA. France 
Director, FederaliYe Roseatch Institute on FUlctional Neuroimaging, France 
Visiting Professor, Kyoto Unlvetsify 
Fooodrg Director, NeuroSpn (Ultrahigh Field MAI Institute). Saclay, France 
01!\er Awards and Prizes {setee1ed) 
1991 Sylvia Sorl<ln Groonl\ald /Wlatd in Medical Physic$. M"alcan Assoclatioo ol Pl1yslcs In Medchl, USA 
1994 Award of the European Society of Magietic Resonance in Medicine and Biology 
1995 Kodak Award olthelnslituteol Franoe!orScientificAcl-.ient in lmagrlg Research, France 
2001 Gold Medal. International Society Of Magnetic Resonance In Medicine, USA 
2002 Hononiry l.ectul1lr ot the European Congress of Fladiology 2002. European Society of Radiology 
2002 Richard Lounsbery Award, United States National Academies of Sciences and the French 
Academy ol Sclel1Ces 
2003 LOI.is 0. FO<Jndalion Award, lnstiM de i'fanoo. France 
2004 Elected Honorary Member, American Society of NooroRadlology, USA 
2009 Elected Fellow, the ElJropean Society !or Ma(lnellc Resonance In Medicine and Biology 
2010 JA Vezina Award, Elected Honorary Member. French Canadian Society of Radiology. Cenacla 
2010 Hotst Awatd. l.JrWerslty of EindhovenlPhilips Researcl>. NelherlandS 
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19 8 1995 
1978 
Mich/taro Tanaka 
oroer of Culture, Japan 
1979 
Kinjl Iman/sh/ 
OrrJor of Culture, Japan 
1981 
Kon/chi Fukui 
Nobel Pril& In ChemislrY 
1984 
Junlchlro ltanl 
Huxr&y Memorial Medal and l..8c1CH9 
Sh/Qeld K•lwka 
Order of CultCH9, Japan 
1986 
Oumu Hayai•hl 




In Physiology or Medic/fl& 
Yoneo Ishii 
Class /II CommsnOOI of the Most 
&ah&d O«W of the White EJephsnt 
Takeo Kuwabara 




Bask; M&d/cal Research AW8/'C/ 
Su.oKew.bahl 
Mollt-Hennessy 
Louis·Vuilton lntamstlonal Prize 
Toklndo S. O/cada 
Ross Harrison Prize 
Tom/Sae/cl 
/mpBria/ Prize and Japan Academy Prize 
Yorio H/nume 














Older Of Culrwe, Jspsn 
Ted<to Umeuo 
Order of Cu/rure, Jspsn 
1995 
Chushlro Hayashi 
Kyoto Prize, Basic Sciences 
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Frederic Stanley Kipping Award in Silicon Chemistry 1967 




Professor Kumada is considered to be the father or polysilane chemislly. In 1953, 
by methylating the distillation residue from the direct method, which represents an 
industrial synthetic method of organosilicon compounds, with a Grignard reagent 
and isolating hexamethyldisilane (MeaSi-SiMea), he demonstrated that 
components containing Si-Si bonds were contained in this distillation residue. As 
a result of Prof. Kumada's discovery, the chemistry of Si-Si bond-containing 
polysilanes was greatly advanced worldwide. In recognition of this, he was 
awarded the F. S. Kipping Award in 1g57, He was the first Japanese to be 
honored by the American Chemical Society. 
Profile 
In addition to the polysilane chemistry, Makoto Kumada's internationally-
renowned research achievements spans many fields, including the chemistry of 
high-coordinate organosilicon compounds, transition metal catalyzed 
cross-coupling reactions, and catalytic asymmetric synthesis. Prof. Kumada 
shaped the frontier of the flood of organometallic chemistry and high-precision 
organic synthetic chemistry research that rapidly developed from the mid-20"' 
century. The nickel catalyzed cross-coupling reaction reported in 1972 
represented the beginning of that field, and his name is etched In history as the 
Kumada-Tamao-Corriu reaction. Furthermore, Prof. Kumada was an excellent 
educator, and fostered many outstanding researchers that have led organic 
chemistry in Japan thereafter, including Professors Hidekl Sakurai, Mitsue 
Ishikawa, Keiji Yamamoto, Akira Hosomi, Kohei Tamao (see p. 40), Mitsue Kira, 









Gra<l.atecf from Kyoto lmperlal lk>Netsity 
WOrked at Tokyo Sliibaura EJeclric Co., Ltd. 
Assistant Prof OSSO(, Osaka City lk1Netsily 
Associate ProfOSSO(, Osaka City Un"9rslly 
ProlOSSO(, Osaka Cily Urlversily 
Prolessor, Kyoto University 
Retlrnd from Kl'OIO Unlw<sily and entitled ProfOSSO( Emeritus 
Other Awards and Prizea (selected) 
1994 1"-"" Prize and Japan />atde<rry Prize, the Japan Academy, Japan 
Moat-Hennessy Louis-Vuitton International Prize 1989 
LVMH Moat Hennessy Louis Vuitton Inc. 
Achievements 
Professor Kawabata significantly contributed to the research on solid mechanics 
of polymeric materials, including rubber, composites, and fibrous materials. In 
particular, he developed a technique for the micro-measurement of the 
mechanical properties of single fibers. He was conferred with the titled prize for 
his establishment of an objective measurement method of fabric hand. replacing 
its subjective judgment based on human sensitivity and experience. This method 
is called the Kawabata evaluation system and is used widely around the world. 
Profile 
Apart from Sueo Kawabata's great work, he constantly strived to train and foster 
younger generations In accordance with his own belief. He also highly contributed 
to the foundation of and education systems at the graduate school of the 
University of Shiga Prefecture. After his retirement from The University of Shiga 
Prefecture, he attempted to establish a research Institute for studying fibers and 









Received Doclor ol Englnooring from Ky010 Unlversfty 
AsslS1an! Professor, Kyoto ~ly 
R""""1Ch fellow, caJifomia Institute of Technology f-1995) 
Associate Professor. Ky010 ~
Plo!oosor, Kyoto IXllvetsity 
Retired from Kyoto UnMl<'sily and enti1led Professor Emeritus 
Professor, The Urivetsity ol Shiga Prefact1Jre 
Other Awards and Prius fselecied) 
1987 \Namer Memorial Medal, the Textie tnstiMe, UK 
1992 Millson Award for Invention, the American Association of TeXlle Cherrlsts and Colorists, USA 
1993 Award for ExOOlenc:e, the Utereli Club, London, UK 
1995 Coolribu1ioo Award 10 Textile Science, Toctrical University ol Uberec. Czech Republic 
1995 Hoool'3ty Fellow. Ille Textlte lnstltue, UK 
LAUREATES 
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Henri Poincare Prize 2003 




Professor Araki studied fundamental problems in quantum physics using highly 
developed mathematical machinery from the 1960s. He established significant 
relationships between his foundation of algebraic quantum field thecry and type Ill 
factors under von Neumann algebra. These pioneering works created a deep 
stream in mathematical physics and structural theory of von Neumann algebra. 
He has likewise contributed to the basics of quantum statistical mechanics, and 
his results are applled to quantum information theory, which has recently 
experienced significant development. 
Profile 
Besides his other prolific works, Huzihlro Araki has contributed to many branches 
of mathematical and general society. He organized numerous conferences 
and served on various committees; he served as a member of the screening 
committee for the Fields Medal of ICM (International Congress of Mathematicians) 
1982 and played a significant role as a general secretary of ICM 1990. In addition, 
he has written several articles for the enlightenment of mathematics, and these 










Rooeived Master's degree from Kyoto Unlwrsity 
RaoeMld Ph.D. from 1'11nceton Unive<slty 
Aooeived Doctor of Science from Kyoto lkliversity 
Professor, Kyoto University 
President, Iha tntematlonal Association of Mathematical Physics 
OWector, Reseatcll lnstiMe for Mathematical Scienoes. Kyoto Univel'Sity 
Retired from Kyoto Universily and entitled Professor Emeritus 
Professor. Tokyo University of Science (·2001) 
Othor Aw ards and Priz.os (selected) 
1990 Grand Prix du Juiy du Conseil Sclentifique de I' Union des Assurances de Paris, France 
2007 Humboldt Resean:h Awaro. Alexander llOf1 Humboldt Foundation. Gennany 
John Dawson Prize 2005 
International Conference on the Numerical Simulation of Plasmas 
Achievements 
Professor Sato applied simulation science lo lhe theoretical physics field to 
develop the understanding of nuclear fusion plasma and geoscience. 
Profile 
Tetsuya Sato is a recognized authority of simulation science. A Kyoto University 
graduate, he shifted his research interest from classic theoretical physics to 
geophysics science using computer science. He has been appointed as director 
of numerous scientific institutes for nuclear fusion and geoscience. The "Earth 
simulator,• which he directed, was the fastest supercomputer from 2002 to 2005. 
His style of research has also been acclaimed for its creativity by the Japan Fashion 
Association. 














ASSistant Professor. Kyoto L.Wversity 
ReceM!d Doctor of Engineering from Kyoto University 
Associate Professor, the UniYerslty of Tokyo 
Professor, Hiroshima IJl'lillersity 
Professor. N8QOl'!l UniYorsity (held concunooll)? 
Director and Professor, C<lnter for Theory and Computer Simulation, National lnstltute for 
Fusion Science 
Professor, the Graduate University for Advanced Studies (held concurrent!)? 
Professor, Nagoya Univerally (held concurrent!)? 
Dtector, the Eal1ll Slrrolalor C<lnter, Japan />qrlr'Cf for Mat1ne-Ear1h Science and Technology 
Professor Emeritus, National Institute for Fusion Science 
Professor Emeritus, the Graduate Univetsity for Advanced Studies 
DeaNProfessor. !Ile Gram.ate School of SlmlAatlon Studies. L.WYersily of Hyogo 
Professor Emeritus, University of Hyogo 
01hor Awards and Pri~os (soloctod) 
2003 21• Qin1ury AcHevetnenl Awards. USA 
38 
39 
Booker Gold Medal 2008 




Professor Matsumoto researched Space Radio Science and Space Plasma 
Space Solar Power Transmission. In 1985, Matsumoto and his colleagues 
successfully developed a computer simulation code for three-dimensional 
electromagnetic particles (called KEMPO) In space plasma physics, and 
contributed to plasma wave research. He conducted the Geotail satellite mission, 
which observes the Earth's magnetosphere, contributing to global geospace 
science. He also conducted theoretical, computational, and experimental 
research on waves in nonlinear plasmas and contributed to the development of 
microwave power transmission for solar power satellites. 
Profile 
Hiroshi Matsumoto received Doctor of Engineering from Kyoto Unlve<sity in 1g13. 
He researched Space Radio Science and Space Plasma Space Solar Power 
Transmission at the Radio Atmospheric Research Center of Kyoto University. He 
tirelessly studied each area and won numerous awards for his scientific works 













Recelv9cl Master's degroo from Kyoto Unlwrslty 
Assistant Professor, Faculty ol Enghoo!fng. Kyoto l.MMltsity 
ASsociate Professor, Faculty ot Engileering, Kyoto l.!00et$ity 
Associate Professor, Radio Almospheric Science Cent.,, Kyoto UnMlrstty 
Professor, Radio Almospheric Science Center. Kyoto University 
Director, Radio Almospheric Science Center. Kyoto University 
President, lXion Radio-Sdentiliquo Internationale (-200'2) 
Director. Radio Science Center for Space and Almosphero. Kyoto Universi!y 
Executllle \/lce-Preslc!en~ Kyoto Unlllerslty 
Professor Emeritus, Kyoto University 
Prasldent, Kyoto University 
Other Awards and Prlus (selected) 
1993 NASA Group Acl1iellement Awatd for GEOTAIL Plasma weve lns1ruments, USA 
1998 NASA Group Acl1!EM>rmnt Award for GEOTAIL PWI, NASA, USA 
1998 NASAGroup~Award for Poler PWI, NASA. USA 
1999 AGU Fellow, American Geopllysicai URon, USA 
2000 ISAP2000 Paper Award. lntomat!onal Forum for Sustalnallle Asia and 1he Pacillc, Japan 
2003 IEEE Hlllow. IEEE (lnS1ftvte or Electrical and 8ectronlcs ~).USA 
2004 ASsociateships of the Royal Astronorncal Society, Royal AstronomiceJ Society, UK 
2004 President Awatd, Kinkl Information Comrru11ca1ion Conference, Japan 
2006 Gagarin Medal. Russian Federation or COsmoneutics. Russia 
Frederic Stanley Kipping Award in Silicon Chemistry 2002 
American Chemical Society 
Achievements 
Professor Tamao introduced, in the late 1970s, a new concept in bond activation 
involving high coordination In modern synthetic organic chemistry. Based on 
these developments, he discovered a hydrogen peroxide oxidation of 
silicon-carbon bonds. This oxidation reaction, now known as Tamao (or 
Tamao-Fleming) oxidation, represents the only existing general method for the 
synthesis of alcohols from organosilicon compounds, greatly enhancing the 
synthetic utility of organosilicon compounds. 
Profile 
Kohel Tamao and his supervisor Makoto Kumada (see p. 35) have developed a 
type of cross coupling reaction. called Kumada-Tamao-Corriu coupling. The 
reaction is notable for being among the first reported catalytic cross-coupling 
methods. Tamao also has consistently displayed leadership in the development of 
new fields of molecular, material and element science by blending a keen sense of 
modem synthetic organic chemistry with classic main-group element chemistry. 










Assistant Professor, Faeulty ol Engineemg, Kyoto lk1iversity 
Received Ooct°' of Engl._ilg from Kyoto Unlwrsity 
Associate Professor. Kyoto Unlver$lly 
Prolessor, Institute for~ Rssearcti. Kyoto l.Jrive<Sily 
Pro:essor Emeritus, Kyoto UnivM!ity 
Di'eclor. R!KEN Frontier R$$OOl'Ch Syslem 
IAector, R!KEN MvancOO Science lnst~ute 
Science Ad\/iSO(, RIXEN 
Di'eclor, Global Reooercl1 OUster. R!KEN 
Other Awards and Prizes (&elected) 
1994 N!low, 1l1e Royal Society al Cherristry, FRSC CChem 
1999 The Chemical Society al Japan (CSJ) AWS!d. the Ctlemlcal Sociery of Japa/1. Japan 
2004 Medal with Purple Ribbon, Japan 
2007 Japan Academy Prize, 1l1e Japan Academy, Japan 
2011 Person of CUiturai Merit, Japan 
LAUREATES 
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Delbert Ray Fulkerson Prize 2003 




Professor Fujishige provided a combinatorial, strongly polynomial lime algorithm 
for submodular function minimization in collaboration with Satoru Iwata and Lisa 
Fleischer in 1 ggg (which wa:o also independently achieved by Alexander Schrijver). 
This resolved a long-standing open problem in the history of submodular function 
minimization algorithms in discrete optimization. 
Profile 
Satoru Fujishige received Doctor of Engineering from Kyoto University in 1975. He 
then became research associate and one year later assistant professor to work 
with Professor Masao lri at the University of Tokyo, where he started research in 
combinatorial and discrete optimization, especially on matroids, networks, and 
submodular functions. After research at University of Tsukuba and Osaka 
University, he became a professor at Research Institute for Mathematical 












Roseatell Associate, 1he Unl\/erslty ol Tokyo 
Assistallt Professor, the University of Tokyo 
Associate Pl'otessOf, University of TSUlo.Jba 
Visiting Sclldar, Unlverslty al Boon 
ProfessOf, Univet$1ty olTsuloJba 
Professor, Osaka ~ty 
Professor Emeritus, Osaka University 
Professor, Ky0to University 
Director, Resea.rch Institute for Mathematical Sclenoes, Ky0to University 
Professor Emeritus, Kyoto University 
Arthur C. Cope Scholar Award 2008 
American Chemical Society 
Achievements 
Professor Hayashi developed new selective organic transformations catalyzed by 
transition metal complexes. especially catalytic asymmetric reactions. He has 
been highly successful in his conceptual design of new chiral ligands and their 
use for catalytic asymmetric reactions. 
Profile 
Tamie Hayashi studied organosilicon chemistry under his supervisor Makoto 
Kumada (see p. 35) at Kyoto University, and then he started his studies on 
organotransition metal chemistry directed towards organic synthesis. He has 
published 410 original papers with a total citation number of around 2g,ooo 
(H-index ag) as of January 2014. In ISi Highly Cited.com, a part of the ISi Web 
of Knowledge. Tamie Hayashi has been listed as one of the 272 most highly 










Received Doctorol~ from K)'OtO Unlverslfy 
Assislant Professor, K)'OtO Uc11ve<$1ty 
PostdOctoral Fellow, Colorado State University 
Professor, Hol<kaido University 
Professor, K)'OtO University 
Retired from K)'Oto UrMl1$1fy and entitled Professor Emeritus 
Prirlcipal Scienlis1, lnS1itute of Materials Resean:ll and EngineeMg, ~ 
Professor. National lk1M!<sity of Singapore. Singapora 
Other Awards and Prins (seteeted) 
1991 19M Japan Science Prize. IBM, Japan 
2003 The Chemical Society of Japan (CSJ) Award, the Chemical Society of Japan, Japan 
2004 Thomson Soientific Reooaroh Front Awaid, Thomson Reuters 
2007 Ryoji Noy<Jri Prize. The Society of S'/n1hetic ()-gatjc Chemistry, Japan 
2010 The Khwarizmi lntematlonal fw<ard. Iranian RBseatth Organization for Science inl Technology, 1""1 
2010 Medal with Pl.rple Ribbon. Japan 
43 
Dannie Heineman Prize tor Mathematical Physics 2013 
American Physical Society 
LAUREATES 
Award•Wlnning SdtQlon -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Miwa is famous for solitons and exactly solvable lattice models in 
connection with the representation theory of affine Lie algebras. In collaboration 
with Michio Jimbo and other people, he studied the correlation functions of the 
Integrable quantum spin chains. 
Profile 
In 1973, Tetsujl Miwa moved from the University of Tokyo, where he graduated 
from, to the Research lnsfrtute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University, and 
joined the algebraic analysis group led by Mikio Sato (see p. 21 ). He worked with 
Miklo Sato and Michio Jimbo on the lsomonodromic deformation theory and its 
application to the 2-dlmensional Isling model. In 2000, he moved to the 
mathematics department and stayed till his retirement In 2013. Since then, he 







~Doctor of Science from Kyoto UrMlts/ty 
Professor. Resee<ch lnstilute for Mathemalical Soienoes, Kyoco Unive<slly 
Professor. GracM!le Schoof of Science, Kyoto lk1lverslty 
Professor. Institute for Uberal Arts and Sciences, Kyoto Unllletsity 
* AuthOtfty; NnerlC8/I Pflysleal Socittly 
(http:llwww.trps.org/progrs.ms/honon/~prizersciplent.clm?fi<st.Jlm•Michlo&Jasr,JUn•.Rmbo&yetU•20J3) 
George W. Morey Award 2000 
The American Ceramic Society 
Achievements 
Professor Hirao has contributed enormously to the development of photonics 
glasses. He has proposed novel methods for the functional expressions applied In 
optical functional devices produced with inorganic materials. He has published 
more than 600 scholarly publications in inorganic material sciences, applied 
physics, theoretical chemistry, and laser chemistry. His laboratory is one of the 
most advanced in the wortd for laser processing and research. 
Profile 
Kazuyukl Hirao Is a pioneer In materials science for glasses using new technology. 
He owns more than 155 patents from his Innovation and has delivered more than 
200 lectures on his expertise. Especially, he is renowned as the inventor of optical 









R-Doctor of Engineering from Kyoto UnlverSity 
Assistant Professor, Kyoto Univefslty 
Associate Professor, K)'OIO Unlvenllly 
Pro!essor, Kyoto UnlverSity (-present) 
L.eadef, Kyoto lntelectual Cluster Groop (-presenQ 
Oirector. Kyoto City lnnovaUon Cooter (-presenl) 
Director of Nano Tec:Mology Hilb, Center for the Promotioc1 of lnterdiCSipfinary ECllJCation and 
Research (C-PiER), Kyoto IJrlveralty 
01her Aw ards and Prizes (seleetad) 
1990 Gott.ardl Pi1ze, lnt0fnatlonal Commission on Glass 
2005 Otto Schott Resaan:h Award, the Ernst Abbe Fund, Germany 
2006 Fellow. the American Ceramic Society, USA 
2008 International Academic Contlibutlon Awatd. China 
2012 Medal with Purple Ribbon, Japan 
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Thomson Reuters Citation Laureates 2010 
Thomson Reuters 
LAUREATES 
Award•Wlnning ~ -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Kitagawa is a pioneer in the field of porous coordination polymers 
(PCPs) - also known as metal-organic frameworks - which are nano- to 
meso-sized cage-like structures with hollow pores capable of accommodating 
gas molecules. PCPs can be applied to a wide range of industrial processes. As 
proof of Kitagawa's significant contributions to PCP research, his work published 
over the past two decades have been cited among the top 0.1 % of papers in his 
field, earning him a Thomson Reuters Citation Laureates for 2010. 
Profile 
Susumu Kitagawa received his Doctor of Engineering from Kyoto University in 
1979. For the next 13 years, he continued his research at Kinki University before 
becoming a professor at Tokyo Metropol itan University. After joining Kyoto 
University in 1998 as a professor, he then went on to become deputy director of 
the Institute for Integrated Cell-Material Sciences (WPl-iCeMS) in 2007, and was 












- Doctor of Engineering from Kyoto University 
Assistant Prof8SS()(, Kinki Unlversi1y 
LecWter, Kinl<I Universl1y 
Visiting Scientist. Texas A&M llnMl<slty 
Associate ProfOSSO<, Kinki Univetsily 
ProlOSSO<. TQkw Mooopolitan Uniwl<sl1Y 
ProlOSSO<, Graruate Sc:l>ool of Science, Kyoto University 
ProlOSSO<. G~e Sc:l>ool of Engineering, Kyoto University (-present) 
Deputy Dlmctor. lnstltuto for Integrated Celt-Material Sclonces (WPl·ICeMS). Kyoto Unlvorslty 
Direcior, Institute for Integrated Cel-Material Sciences (WPl-iCeMS), Kyoto University 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
2007 Earl L Muettortles Memorial lacturors, Unl\/9rnity of Caiforria, Betksley, USA 
2009 The Chemical Society of Japan (CSJ) Award. tile Cl1emical SoCiety of Japan, Japan 
2011 Modal with Purple Ribbon. Japan 
2012 Honorary Fellow, Chemical Raseatch Society of lnd'ra. India 
2013 Reona Ezald Award, the Science and Technoiogy Promotion Foundation ol lbaral<I. Japan 
2013 De Gonnes Prize. Royal Society of Olemlstry. UK 
20 f 3 Kyoto University Shi~ Award, Kyoto University, Japan 
Macro Group UK Meda/ toroutstandingAchievementlnPolymerSclence20J2 
Royal Society of Chemistry 
Achievements 
Professor Sawamoto has conducted studies in the field of polyme< chemistry and 
polymer synthesis, including cationic and radical polymerization. He has 
contributed greatly to the establishment of controlled polymerization by dormant 
species, which is widely accepted as a standard principle in p recise 
polymerization. This achievement created a new approach toward research in 
polymer science. 
Profile 
Mitsue Sawamoto Is globally recognized, and his work has drawn the keen 
Interest of various scholars; his academic papers are highly cited in Japan, for 
example. Indeed, between 1 gg7 and 2001, he was one of the most cited scholars 
globally in organic chemistry. This attention can be attributed to the quality of his 
research, which has inftuential impact on basic research efforts as well as 
applications to society. 








AooeiYed DoctOf of Engineering rrom Kyoto U'1lverslty 
PostdoctOnll Fellow, Kyoto lk>lvetsity 
Visiting Scholar. the l.1<1iversity of Al<ron 
Assistant Professor. Kyolo University 
lecturer, Kyoto University 
Associate Professor, Kyoto Unlll!lrslty 
Professor, Kyo10 University 
Other Awards and Prizes (sele<:ted) 
2001 Ar1!u K. DoolltM Award, American Cl1emlcal Sociely, USA 
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Arthur C. Cope Scholar Award 2011 




Professor Maruoka made an important and significant contribution to modern 
phase-transfer chemistry. He designed and synthesized non-natural. C2 
symmetric chiral phase-transfer catalysts derived from optically pure binaphthol. 
He anso succeeded in simplifying these phase transfer catalysts with high 
performance and the general applicability. Those catalysts are commercially 
available as Maruoka Catalys~ and Simplified Maruoka Cata!yst<t, respectively, for 
large-scale production of artificial amino acids .. 
Profile 
In 1976, Keiji Maruoka graduated from Kyoto University. In 1980. he received his 
Ph.D . from University of Hawaii. After researches at Nagoya University and 
Hokkaido University, currently he is a professor of chemistry in Kyoto University 
since 2000. He has a wide range of research interests in synthetic organic 
chemistry, particularly asymmetric organocatalysis. He involves "High-Performance 
Organocatalyst Project" which aims at the design and synthesis of a series of truly 









RecelliOO Ph.D. In Chemistry at the UrWersfty of Hawal 
Assistanl Prolesso<, Nagoya Urivetslty 
Lecll.<er, Nagoya UnMlr.!11y 
Associate Professor. Nagoya Univefslly 
Prolessor, Hol<l<aido Unlverslly 1-2001) 
Professor, Kyoto Unlwrsity 
Hold ·0rganocalaly00 Chenistry Special LaboratO<Y" 
Other Awards and Prizes (se'lected) 
2004 Nagoya &"""' Medal. Banyu Life Solence Foc.ndation International, "-" 
2007 The Chemlcel Society of Jaj)an (CSJ) Award, The Japan O>errlcal Socie:y, Japan 
'l007rirx:Jl Novat1ls Chemis11y~AwfJld. Novanfs 
2011 Ho..mboldt Research Award, Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Germany 
2011 Medal with Purple Ribbon, Japan 
Salem Prize 1992 
American Mathematical Society 
Achievements 
Professor Shishikura researches in the field of complex dynamics. which is the 
dynamical systems defined by complex analytic functions. He devefoped the 
theory the quasiconformal surgery and as an application, he solved conjectures 
by Fatou and by Sullivan on the number of non-repelling periodic cycles and 
Fatou components. He proved that the boundary of the Mandelbrot set, a fractal 
set which is well-known for its complexity and beauty, has Hausdorff dimension 
two. This oonfirmed the conjecture proposed by Mandelbrot and Milnor. 
Profile 
In 1988, Mitsuhiro Shishikura received his Doctor of Science from Kyoto 
University. From 1989 to 1994, he worked at the Tokyo Institute of Technology as 
associate and assistant professor. In 1994, he moved to the University of Tokyo 
as an associate professor. In 1999, he became a professor at Hiroshima 










Received DoctO< of Science, Kyoto Unlve!sity 
Roseatcll Follow, Max·Planck· tnstiM fllr MattiematJ<. Germany 
Membe.', lnstiMe '"'Advanced Study, USA 
Assistant Proiessor, Tokyo lr.sti1ute ol T9cllnOIOgy 
Associate Professor, Tokyo lnsti1u!e of T9cllnOIOgy 
Assiswnt Professor, the Unlve<slly of Tokyo 
ProlBSSO<, Hiroshima University 
PrOll!SSOI', Kyoto Univlilsity 
LAUREATES 
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Frank Nelson Cole Prize in Algebra 2003 




Professor Nakajima contributed to the representation of theory and geometry. He 
used his notion of "quiver varieties" to construct irreducible integrable highest 
weight modules for Kac-Moody algebras associated with a symmetric Cartan 
matrix, and finite dimensional representations of quantum loop algebras. He also 
constructed representations of the Heisenberg algebra on the direct sum the 
homology of the Hilbert schemes of points on a quasi-projective surface. 
Profile 
Hirakv Nakajima received Doctor of Science from the University of Tokyo in 1991. 
He was originally interested in geometry of moduli spaces, and gradually moved 
to representation theory after the discovery of quiver varieties. His landmark 










Assistant Profossor, the Univetstty or Tokyo 
Doctor of Scienoe ITOm the University of Tokyo 
Associate ProfflSS()(, Toh<ll<u Uniwl!sity 
Associate ProfflSS()(, the Unlvetsl\y of Tokyo 
Associate f'rofflSS()(. Graduate Scl100I of Science, Kyoto university 
Professor, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto Unilleraity 
Pro!ossor, Research tnstltuto for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University 
Leonard Eisenbud Prize 2008 
American Mathematical Society 
Achievements 
Professor Ooguri was awarded the inaugural Leonard Eisenbud Prize for 
Mathematics and Physics from the American Mathematical Society with his two 
collaborators for their "beautiful and highly unexpected proposal that the counting 
of black hole sates, in certain string theories obtained by compaclification on a 
Calabi-Yau manifold X, can be expressed in terms of the topological string 
partition function of X. • 
Profile 
Hirosi Ooguri is a leading theoretical physicist working on quantum field theory 
and quantum gravity. He is developing theoretical tools to apply superstring 
theory to fundamental questions in high-energy physics, astrophysics, and 
cosmology. He was an Associate Professor at Kyoto University in 1 goo-1994 and 
a Full Professor at the University of California at Berkeley in 1994-2000. Since 
2000, he has been at California Institute of Technology, where he is now Fred 
Kavli Professor of Theoretical Physics and Mathematics and the Deputy Chair of 















Rec:eMld Master's degree from Kyoto Uniwrsily 
Assistant Professor, the Unlver$ily of Tokyo 
Reseatdl Associate, Institute 1"' Advanced Srudy, Pmceton 
Assistant Professor, the University of 01lcago 
ReOOved Doctor of Science from the Unlve<sl1y ofTol<yo 
Associate Prolessor, Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences (R1MS), Kyoto UriYer$ity 
Professor ol Physics at tho Unlvorslty of California at Ber1<Dloy 
Sook>< Faculty Scientist, ttie Lawmnoe Beri<sley National l.aborat<XY 
Pro!essor or Theoretical Physics, CaJilomla Institute ol Technology 
Freel Kavll Prol&SSOf ol Thooretlcal Physics, California Institute ol Technology 
Principal lnwsligator, Kavli Institute for the Physics and Mathematics. the lklM!rsity ol Tokyo 
Member of the Board of Tl\JStees, Aspet> Center for Physics 
Member of the AtMooty Boatd ol RIMS, Kyoto University 
Other Awards and Prlz.ea {selected) 
2009 H<rrboldt Research Award, Alexander von Humboldt-Fouodatlon, Germany 
2012 Simons Investigator Award (inaugural awasd), smons Foundation, USA 
LAUREATES 
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1996 
ShlgeUJda Nekllnhlhl 





Basic Medical Researr;h AWtttd 
1999 
SuaumuFuma 





George W. MoreyAWtttd 
2001 
Ryoj/ Noyorl 
Nobel Prize in Chsmistry 
2002 
KohelT• m• o 
Frederic Stanley Kipping Award 
In Silicon Chemistry 
Kolchl Tanaka 
KBio Medical Science Prlz9 
MllcloSato 





Delbert Ray FiJllc&rson Prize 
Hlraku Neka}lme 
Frank Nelson Col• Prize In Algsbra 
Kazuhlko Nishi/Ima 







John Dllwson Prize 
Yoshinori Fujiyothi 
Keio Medlc8I Science Prize 
Toshia Sawade 
Order of Culture, J8p8n 
Kazuye Kato 
lmporial Prize and Japan Acad6my PrilB 
2006 
Klyoal /10 
C6JI Frl8Cklch Gauss Prlz8 
2007 
Mllsuru Hashid• 
MPS Resoon:h Achl<M>ment AW1Jfd 








Professor Matsumoto studied spirochetes lo understand the mechanism of 
syphilis from various approaches, including histopathology and cell immunology. 
He also conducted research on skin carcinoma, transdermal and transmucosal 
Immunization, immunization for bacterial Infection, symmetric hyperkeratosis, and 
several other types of skin diseases. 
Profile 
Shln-lchl Matsumoto was renowned for his comprehensive study of syphilis and 
other contributions to dermatology. After his career at Kyoto Imperial University, 
he strived toward the establishment of the Osaka Medical College and served as 
the school's dean for more than 20 years. He was an honorary member of 
dermatology associations In other countries. such as Germany, the USA, 










Graduated from Kyoio Imperial UnMl<sily College ol Medicine 
Associate Prolessor. Kyoto lmpetial Unlverslly College ol Medicine 
Professor. K)'Oto 1mpei1a1 Unlverslly Facuily of Medicine 
Dean, Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto Imperial University 
~tfted from K)'Oto Imperial Un1verslly 
Professor Emeritus. KYok> UnMlrsity 
President, Osal<a W.edical College 
Pmslden~ Japanlsclr0ru1sches Ktlluinstitut 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1955 Gro&s Verdensll<rauz. Germany 
1966 Person ol Cultural Meri!, Japan 
1976 Grand Cordon of the Order of the SaetedTreasure, Japen 
Ross Harrison Prize 1989 
International Society of Developmental Biologists 
Achievements 
Professor Okada has contributed to the advancement of developmental biology. 
He focused on transdifferentiation, one of the unique features of cells in which 
one mature cell transforms into another type of mature cell. He used his original 
methodology for culturing lens cells to demonstrate the transdifferentiation and 
cellar plasticity of a neural retina cell Into a lens cell; his serial observation lasted 
100 days. Including this discovery, Professor Okada's work in organ 
regenerations has influenced the field of developmental biology, In which a series 
of focused research are conducted, such as on embryonic and Induced 
pluripotent stem cells. 
Profile 
After graduation from Kyoto University, Tokindo S. Okada conducted research in 
Edinburgh in the UK and in the USA, and then returned to Kyoto University to 
start a laboratory at the then newly opened Department of Biophysics. He 
Introduced cell culture and immunocytochemical techniques in Japan to promote 
further studies. In addttion to his research activities, he mentored young scientists 
with his unique philosophy in science. After his early retirement from the National 
Institute for Basic Biology, he has actively voiced his views on the relationship 
between science and culture. He has also served as President of the Kyoto City 
music art cultural Promoting Foundation. Currently, he is an honorary advisor of 
















Assistant Prolesso<, Kyoto UnNerslty 
Visiting Reooarche<, UnM!tsity of Edinburgh 
Roooived Doct°' of Science from Kyoto l.Wve<si1y 
Lec1!nr, Kyoto University 
ASsoclate Prolesso<, Kyoto University 
Researm Fellow, Carnegie Institution fa Science 
Prolesso<, Kyoto Unlwrslty (·1990) 
President of the Japanese Sociely of Developmental Biologists (· 1982) 
President of the International Society of Developmental Biok>gists (· 1985) 
Dltec1or. National Institute la Basic Biology, Natlooal Institutes of Natl.1'31 Sciences 
Professo< Emeritus, Kyoto Uni\/erslty 
President of National Institutes of Nat1Jr81Sciences(·1990) 
Founding Diector, JT Blohistocy Researdl Hall (·2002) 
Honoraiy Advisor, JT Blohistocy Research Hall 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1989 Alcon Novartls Hida Momarial Award, Alcon Novsttls Hlda Momorial Award. Jo/ootl, Novartis, Japan 
1990 Medal with Purple Ribbon, Japan 
1995 Peraoo of Cultural Merit, Japan 
2007 Order of C\.lt\l'e, Japan 
LAUREATES 
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Keio Medical Science Prize 1996 




Professor Nakanishi elucidated the characteristic precursor architectures of 
various neuropeptides and vasoactive peptides by introducing recombinant DNA 
technology. Subsequently, he established a novel functional cloning strategy for 
membrane receptors and ion channels and characterized molecular structures 
and the regulatory mechanisms of NMDA-type and G protein-coupled type of 
glutamate receptors as well as several peptide receptors. He also greatly 
contributed to the understanding of fundamental mechanisms of functional 
neural networl<s. 
Profile 
Shigetada Nakanishi was initially trained as a biochemist and shifted his research 
interest into molecular biology and neuroscience. He was Professor of Kyoto 
University from 1981 to 2005 and is currently the Director of Osaka Bioscience 
Institute. His main area of research has been molecular neuroscience, focusing on 
molecular mechanisms of glutamate receptor functions and integrative synaptic 












Grad\Jated from Kyoto U~ty Faculty of Medicine. M .. o. 
Completed his Doctor's degree In Medicine at Kyoto UrWe<slty 
Vishlng Associate, Natlonal Cancer lns1ltute, Nal!onal Institutes cl Heal!h, USA (-197 4) 
ReceNed f'tl .O. 1n Medieal Science ~om Kyoto ~ity 
Associate Professor, Kyoto Uni-slty 
ProfOSSO<. Faculty of Me<icine, Kyoto University (·2005) 
Professor, Grawate Scllool of Blostudies, Kyoto Unlvetsity (-2005) 
Dean, Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto University (-2002) 
Professor Emeritus, Kyoto University 
DilllctO<, Osal<a Bioscience Institute 
Othor Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1995 Distinguished~ Awa1d, Btlstol·M)ers Squibb, USA 
1995 FOlllign H<Jnorruy Mooiber. American Academy or Ms anc:t Sciences. USA 
1997 lmp&-ial Prize and Japan Academy Prize, the Japan ktltJemy, Japan 
2000 Fornlgn Associate, Natlonal Academy of Sclenoes, USA 
2006 Person ol CUiturai Merit, Japan 
2007 The Gruber Neuroo:lence Prize, the Gruber Foundation, USA 
2009 Member, the Japan Academy, Japan 
Keio Medical Science Prize 2002 
Keio University Medical Science Fund 
Achievements 
Professor Tanaka pioneered the living-donor liver transplantation system, which has 
become the standard of care for treating patients with severe liver failure in Japan. 
In response to ethical issues over the use of organs from deceased donors - that 
limited liver transplantations, resulting In low supplies of donated organs and a high 
mortality of patients with end-stage liver failure - Tanaka established an advanced 
transplan tation method and perioperative management. As a result of his 
determination and innovative efforts to implement this procedure and safety 
standards, he has played a central role in the global dissemination and education of 
IMng·donor liver transplantations. Oller 1000 cases have been carried out under his 
supervision or with his consultation. 
Profile 
Koichl Tanaka Is actively engaged in the development of therapeutics for 
pediatric patients needing surgical treatments. The living-donor liver 
transplantation system is one of his major achievements and was introduced 
internationally with his strong leadership. He was appointed as a professor of 
Transplantation and Immunology and a director of Kyoto University Hospital 
from 1995·2005. Currently, he serves as the president of Kobe International 
Frontier Medical Center (KIFMEC). 



















Grad\Ja:ed from Kyoto University Faculty cl Medicine, MD. 
Resident. Kyoto lk1iveraity HCSjlitll {· 1966) 
Surgeon. ShlmanePmfect\Wal Hc$pllal (·1975) 
Assistant Professor, Department ot Sutgery. Kyoto Unillelslty Hospital {· 1995) 
Reoeiwd Pti.O. from Kyoto Uniw<sity 
Lecl\Jte(, Department of &.gely. Kyoto Uniwrsily Hospital (-1993) 
Associate Professor. Depar1ment ol &irgery, Kyoto Unlvetslty Hospital {·1995) 
Professor and Director, Department of Transplantation and lmmunOIOgy, Kyoto University 
Hospital (·2005) 
Hospllal Director, Kyoto University Hospital {·2005) 
President. fnslhute ol Biomed1cel Resean:h and Innovation OBRI) (·2010) 
ProlOSSO< Emeritus, Kyoto University 
Vice President, Kobe City General Hospital (2005.4·2005.11) 
Technical A(Msor, Kobe City General Ho6pilal (2005. 12·P<ooent) 
ReceNed en honoraty degree In Medielne and SU-gery from PadUa l.Wversity, ttaly 
President. Foundation lor Kobe lntematlcnal Medcal ADJance (·2012} 
Technical MMe<. Foundation lor Biomedical Reseateh and Innovation (·2012) 
Vice·President. Foundation lor Kobe lntematlcnal Medlcal Alllaoce (-present) 
President, Kobe lntematlonal Frontier Medical Cooter 
Ott!er Awards and Pri~ee (selected) 
2004 Lifetime Achievement Award, Asian Society ol Transplantation 
2013 Meharshl Sushr\rta Gnyaenpeeth Sanmaan AwaJd for Researell In Transplantation Biology, 
Smt. G. A. Ooslll Smt. K. M. Mehta Institute ol Kldney Oisesses and Resea/Cll Center and 
H. L Trivedi Institute of Transplantation Scienoes, lnd'18 
LAUREATES 
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Robert-Koch Award 2012 




Professor Honjo elucidated the mechanism of producing antibodies by class 
switch recombination of the immunoglobulin gene, and discovered the AID 
(activation-induced cytidine deaminase) enzyme. 
Profile 
Tasuku Honjo is well known for his discovery of activation-induced cytidine 
deaminase that is essential for class switch recombination and somatic 
hypermutation. He has established the basic conceptual framework of class 
switch recombination starting from the discovery of DNA deletion (1978) and S 
regions (1980), followed by elucidation of the whole mouse lmmunoglobulin 
heavy-chain locus. His contribution further extended to cDNA cloning of IL-4 
and IL-5 cytokines involved in class switching and IL-2 receptor alpha chain. 
Aside from class switching recombination, he discovered PD-1 (programmed 
cell death 1), a negative coreceptor at the effector phase of Immune response 
and showed that PD-1 modulation contributes to treatments of viral infection, 
tumor and autoimmunity. In addition, he is known to be a discoverer of RBP-J, 
a nuclear protein that interacts with the Intracellular domain of Notch In the 
nucleus. Notch/RBP-J signaling has been shown to regulate a variety of cell 


















Graduated from Kyo<o Unlverally Faculty of Medk:lne. M.D. 
Joined Kyoto Unlvetslly Gradual• School of MOOiclne 
ReoeNed Pll.O. In Medical Science from Kyoto~ 
Fellow ol Carnegie lnsliMJon of Washington. USA 
Visiting Felow and Associate. National Institute of ctid - and HUman Development. NIH. USA 
Assistant Prolesoot. Che Unillerslty ol Tokyo 
Prof9ssor, Faculty of Mecbie, Osaka Unlve!lllty 
Professor, Faculty of Medicine. Kyoto University 
Direclor. C(inte< for Molecula< 8lology and Geoolfcs. Kyoto l.klMlrslty 
Deen, Faculty of Medicine, Kyoio University 
Dean, Graruate School of Medicine, Kyoto University 
Director, Japan Society for the Promotion of Sclenoe 
Professor Emeritus, Kyoto UnNeisity 
Professor, Gradua1e School of Medicine, Kyoto Unive<stty 
Executiva Member, Council for Science and TechnQogy Polley, cabinet Office, Go\/8rrrneot of J"ll'"l 
Chatman, Board of Directors. Sl1lzuol<a Prefectural l.klMlrslty Corporalion 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1985 The Baelz Ptlze, BoohMger lngelhelm, G«many 
1996 lmper1al Prize and Japan ActJOOm{ Pl"lze, Che Japan Academy, Japan 
2000 Persons of rutt.aJ Merit. Japan 
2001 Foreign Associate. National Academy or Sciences. USA 
2003 Members of Che Loopoldlna, Che GefT'nal1 National N:;atJMry of Sciences, Germany 
2013 Order of euture. Japan 
AAPS Research Achievement Award inPhannaceuticsandorug0e1ivery 2008 
American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists 
Achievements 
Professor Ken-ichi lnui explained how a drug Is transported across 
biomembranes in the human body. He has conducted excellent research on drug 
transporters in the small intestine. kidney and liver to clarify the molecular 
mechanisms of drug absorption and disposition, and its clinical application, 
so-called "From Bench To Bedside". The landmark achievement of his research 
was to overcome interindividual variation in pharmacokinetics and establish 
personalized pharmacotherapy, focusing on functional and molecular information 
on transporters. 
Profile 
Ken-ichi lnui was appointed Professor and Director of the Department of 
Pharmacy, Kyoto University Hospttal, Graduate School of Medicine, and Professor 
of the Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Graduate School of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, Kyoto University. Throughout his career as a professor of clinical 












Assistant Professor, Schoof of Meclclne, Hroslllma 1.k11verslry 
ReoeMld Ph.D. from Kyoto l./nMlrsiry 
Research Fellow, Harvatd lk"lve<sity 
Assistant Professor, Kyoto UnMlrs!ty Hospital 
Lect0<, Kyoto University Hosl)itllJ 
Associate Prolossor, Kyoto Unlverslfy Hospital 
Professor. Tokyo l\/.edical and Dental UnMxsity 
Professor, Kyoto University Hospital 
Retlrt!d from Kyoto University and enlitled Pro:essor Emeritus 
President. Kyoto Ptlarmaceutical University 
Other Awards and Priue (selected) 
1998 Fellow, Americar1 Association of Phamiaooutical ScientislS ~). USA 
LAUREATES 
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Keio Medical Science Prize 2005 




Resolving the three-dimensional structure of membrane proteins was one of the 
biggest challenges in understanding cellular dynamic functions. Professor 
Fujiyoshi observed membrane proteins using the original electron microscope 
with cryopreservation system. Subsequently, he succeeded in resolving the 
structures of proteins. such as Aquaporine-0. - 1, -4. Connexin 26, nlcotinic 
acetylcholine receptor, voltage-sensitive sodium channel. and IP3 receptor. At 
present. Fujiyoshl-type electron microscopes dominate the methods for 
membrane protein analysis at higher resolution. 
Profile 
Yoshinori Fujiyoshl has strived to understand the functions of the brain and other 
nerve systems based on structural and functional information of key molecules. 
With his unique approaches. he has elucidated the functions of more membrane 
proteins than listed above. His method for understanding physiological functions 
from protein structures lent new insight for biologists. In this field, currently known 













Recel\led Ooclor ol S<:ience from Kyoto ~ 
Associate Professor, Kyoto UnMlrsify 
Seriar Resootth Scientist, Prolein Engl,,_;ng Reseateh lnsliMe, Japan 
Research Director. Protein Engl.-ing Research lnstlMe. Japan 
Researeh Oirector, Ma1sushlta Electronic Industrial Co .• Lid. 
Prolessor, Kyoto Unlwrsity (·2013) 
Multlsome Team Leader, AIKEN Halima lnsl!Me (held ooncurmnlly) 
S1/IJCluraJ Genomics Team leeder, JaQan 8iological lntom>a!lon Rooeet<::h Q>n!Je O>eld ooncurren11y) 
Group Leader, AIKEN Harima lnslllule (held ooncufTOf11fyj 
DWeclac and Profosso<, Cellular and SUUc11Kel Physiology Institute. Nagoya Universily 
Emeritus Professor, Kyoto Unlver$lly 
Other Awards and Prlus (sele<:ted) 
2006 Medal with Purple Ribbon. Japan 
2008 Japan ~Pnze, the Japan Academy, Japan 
Keio Medical Science Prize 2009 
Keio University Medical Science Fund 
Achievements 
Professor Kangawa and his colleagues applied their proprietary method for the 
purification of an endogenous ligand for the growth hormone secretagogue 
receptor from gastric tissue and then determined its structure. The identified 
ligand was named ghrelin and demonstrated a potent appetite-stimulating effect 
in addition to its growth hormone secretagogue activity. A ghrelin-based drug is 
currently in the clinical trial stage as a therapeutic agent for anorexia nervosa 
(cibophobia). Dr. Kangawa's team identified other important molecules. including 
atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP). b rain natriuretic peptide (BNP), and 
adrenomedullin. ANP and BNP are currently used as therapeutic and diagnostic 
agents in clinical settings. 
Profile 
Kenji Kangawa started his career as a biochemist in hormone identification when 
he was under the supervision of Professor Hisayuki Matsuo in Osaka University, 
who developed a micro-sequencing method for peptides and identified luteinizing 
hormone-releasing hormone. Professor Kangawa fu rther developed the 
technology for peptide hormone Identification at Miyazaki Medical College. 
Subsequently, he completed further achievements in the discovery of a number of 
peptide hormones at the National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center (NCVC) 
Research Institute. In addition to these efforts, he actively plays a leading role in 









ReoeMlcl Doctor of Science from Osal<a UniW!sity 
Assistant Professor, Miyazaki Medical College 
Associate Professor, Miyazaki Medical College 
Oi'rector, Department of Biochemist')'. National Cereb<al and Cetdiovasoutar Cente< (NCVC) 
Reseatch lnstiMe. Japan 
Pro!9SSOI', K}'OIO Unlve<slty (held oonamintly, -pmsent) 
Director General, NCVC Fleooarch lnstiMe, Japan 
Other Awards and Pnus (soloctod) 
2002 International Okamoto Awan:I. Japan Vascular Disease Reooarch Foondatlon. Japan 
2005 ASia and Oceania W.edal, The Society for Endootlnology, UK 
2006 W«\heime< Awaro, The International Association for the Study al Obesity 
2008 Japan H:aderTrf Pl1ze, the Japan Academy, Japan 
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Professor Nagata has dedicated his career to the research on molecular biology, 
especially in resolving the mechanism of programmed cell death or apoptosis. He 
identified cytokines and receptors, such as Fas and Fas ligand, which cause cell 
death during an animal's ontogenesis or cellular metabolism. He also discovered 
a process in which certain types of proteases and DNases contribute to apoptotic 
cell death and macrophages recognize those cells with phosphatidylserine on the 
surface. Furthennore, he found that a malfunction in apoptotic processes causes 
autoimmune disease and several other diseases. Professor Nagata's unceasing 
studies of apoptosis continue to Influence research from basic to clinical practice. 
Profile 
Professor Nagata received his doctor degree from Tokyo University and then 
trained as a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Zurich. As a member of 
Charles Weissmann's laboratory, he succeeded In the first cloning and expression 
of the Interferon gene. His interest In Interferon's function motivated him to start 
his study of apoptosis. His continuous efforts with collaborators worldwide have 
yielded significant scientific results at Osaka Bioscience Institute, Osaka 











RooeMld Docior of Science from Ille University of Tokyo 
Reseaidl Associate. Institute ol Medical Science, the ~ily of Tokyo 
Postdocioral F<lllow, Institute ol MolecUar Blology, University of Zurich 
AsslsUlllt Professor. Ille UrtM!raily of Tokyo 
Head. 0epartmen1 ol Molec<llar Biology. Osaka BiosclenCe Institute. Japan 
Professor, Graduate School of Medctne. Osai<a Unlv<irslty 
Professor, Graduate School of Frontief 8ioscience, Osal<a University (-2007) 
Entitled Professor Ememus. Osaka lJrMlrsity 
Professor. Graduate School ol Meclctne. Kyoto University 
Olher Awards and Prliea (selected) 
1997 L.e Prix Antoine Lacassagne. Franch Cance< LOOQUG. Franca 
1998 The Prlnooss Tekama.tsu cancer Research Fund Pnzes, The Pnncess Takamatsu Cencer 
Roseateh Fund. Japan 
2000 Imperial Prize and Japan .Academy Prize. Ille Japan Academy, Japan 
2001 Person ol C\Atural Merit, Japan 
2012 Honorwy Dociorote, lJnillersity of Zllricll, Sv.itzerland 
2012 Oebmcen Award, Debreoen University, Hungary 
2013 Keio Medical Science Prize, Keio ~Medical Science Fund, Japan 
University College Dublin Ulysses Medal 2008 
University College Dublin 
Achievements 
Professor Narumiya identified a family of eight types of receptors for 
prostaglandins and clarified their physiological actions and action mechanisms. 
He also discovered signal transduction of the small GTPase Rho and clarified how 
actin is organiZed in the cell and the body. 
Profile 
Born in Shiga, Japan, Shuh Narumiya enjoyed history and literature as a child. 
After he obtained his degrees in M.D. and Ph.D. at Kyoto University School of 
Medicine, he studied pharmacology at Wellcome Research Laboratories in 
England under Sir John Vane. He has more than 400 scholarly publications in 
pharmacology, biochemistry and cell biology and has contributed to both basic 
and clinical medicine. As the Dean, he significantly improved medical education 











Graduated from Kyoto UnMirsity Faculty of Medicine. M.D. 
Received Ph.D. in Medical Scienoes from Kyoto University 
Postdoctoral Fellow, lhe Wellcome Research laboratories. England 
Assisiant Professor, Kyoto Uniwrsity 
Associate Professor. Kyoto l/nllle<'si\y 
Professor, Kyoto l/nllle<'si\y 
Dean, FactJlly of Medicine. Kyoto LliM!rsity (·2007) 
Director. the Center of IMOVatlon in lnvnu~tille Technology and Thetapeuties. Kyoto 
Un1'lerslty 
Directoc, Medical innovation Center, Kyoto University school of Medicine 
Ottter Awards and Prlua (selected) 
1999 Dolan B. Pritehett Memorial Lecturer, Unlversily of Pemsytvania, USA 
2000 Giovaml Loronzlnl Gold Modal. Italy 
2005 Medal with P\Jtple Ribbon. Japan 
2006 imperial Prize and tllB Japan ~ Prize, the Japan Aeedemy, Japarl 




AAPS Research Achievement Award inPharmaceuticsandorugDe/ivery 2007 




Professor Hashida has been a major player in the field of drug delivery for 
more than 35 years. His research on the delivery of DNA and proteins into 
cells using liposomes and analysis of oral and transdermal drug absorption 
has led to over 500 published scientific articles In which he has been either 
the main author or co-author. 
Profile 
Mltsuru Hashida received his Ph.D. from Kyoto University in 1979 and went on 
to become a faculty member in 1980. He has spent most of his academic life 
at Kyoto University, where he has served time as the Dean of the Faculty of 
Pharmacy. He has also been the Chairman of the Board of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences In the International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP), and a member 
of the Science Council of Japan. Currently, he is a Professor of the Graduate 
School of Pharmaceutical Sciences and Institute for Integrated Cell -Material 








Postdoctoral Research Associate. tl1a Univetslly of Kansas 
Asslslant Pl'Oft)$$()(, Ky0to UIWetslty 
Associate Pl'ofOSSQ(, Kyoto lJnMl<sity 
P\'ofes50(, Ky0to University (·presenQ 
Dean, Graduate Scl1ool of Pharmaceutical Sciences. KYQtO University (-2006) 
PMnclpal Investigator, lnsthuta for Integrated Cell-MataMal Sciences (WPl-ICeMS). Kyoto 
Uniwrsity (held concurrenttyl 
Other Awards and Prl<e• (selected) 
1998 FIP OisVnguislled Sciel'ltist AWMJ, lntematiOnal Phermaceuticel Federalion 
Keio Medical Science Prize 2008 
Keio University Medical Science Fund 
Achievements 
Professor Sakaguchi discovered regulatory T cells, a population of lymphocytes, 
which control a variety of physiological and pathological immune responses, and 
has elucidated the molecular and cellular basis of their development and function 
for the treatment and prevention of immunological diseases in humans. 
Profile 
Shimon Sakaguchi is an immunologist investigating how the immune system 
protects the body from invading microbes while avoiding abnonnal or excessive 
immune responses. such as autoimmunity and allergy, harmful to the host. After 
graduating from Kyoto University School of Medicine, he conducted his research 
at Johns Hopkins University, Stanford University, and Scripps Research Institute in 
the USA. After returning to Japan, he continued his study at several research 
institutes and universities. He enjoys visiting various countries for lecturing, and 
enjoys visiting art museums in his spare time during his travels. 














Resident, Kyoto lk11\/ers11y Medical Scl1ool and Hospital 
VISiting l~or. Aiehi Cancer Center Reseaich Institute 
Senior Research Fellow, Kyoto Unlversl1y Medical School 
Joint Appointment, the Blood Transfusion Ser.ice, Kyoto Unlwrsity Hospital 
Postdoctoral Felow. Johns Hopl<ins Unlvet$rty 
l.uclle P. Markey Scholar 
Visiting Scientist. Stanford Unl\lersl1y Medical Cent ... 
Assistant Professor. Scripps Research Institute 
lnves1igator, Sokr1ce and Technology~ of Japan 
Heed, Department of tnvnunopathology, TOkyO Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology 
Pro!essor and Cllair, Institute for Frontier Medical Sciences. Kyoto University 
Director. lnstkute for Frootler Medical Sciences. Kyoto l,,Wvetslty (·P<l!SOOI) 
Adjunct Professor, WPI Immunology Frontier Reseeroh C<lnter. Osaka IJnMlrsity (tleld conco.rren1ly) 
01hor Awards and Pr120s (selected) 
2004 Wllroam B. Coley Award, Canoer Research Institute, USA 
2012 Foreign Associate, the National Academy of Sciences, USA 
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Canada Gairdner International Award 2009 




The unfolding or misfolding of proteins constitutes a fundamental threat to all 
living cells. Professor Mori has elucidated the molecular mechanisms through 
which cells adjust their capacity for protein folding and quality control according 
to the need in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), where all secretory and 
transmembrane proteins gain correct tertiary and quaternary structures. The 
mechanism is now known as "the unfolded protein response or ER stress 
response,• to which Professor Mori's contribution from its discovery Is broadly 
appreciated. 
Profile 
Kazutoshl Mori graduated from the Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences 
of Kyoto University. He spent his ear1y days as a researcher at University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas In the USA, and began worklng on the 
unfolded protein response. He returned to Kyoto University as Associate 
Professor at the age of 40 years and became Professor at the age of 45 years. 
His achievements are evidenced by a number of International and domestic 








Instructor, Glfu Phannaceutlcal University 
Postdoetoral Fellow, Unlversily of Texas Southwestern Medieal Center at Da!las 
Deputy Resean:t> M,,,,_. HSP Research Institute 
Reseatth Manager. HSP Resean:h lnstlM& 
Associate Prolessor, Gracf<Jate School of BIOsnldle$, Kyoto Unlvetsl\y 
Prolesso<, Graduate School of SOOnoe. Kyoto ~fly 
Ol!ler Awards and Prizes l••lectadl 
2005 Wiley Prize in Biomedic8J Science, tile~ Fo<s>dation 
2010 Medal wtt11 Purple Ribboo, Japan 
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Huxley Memorial Medal and Lecture 1984 




Professor Itani first carried out long-term observations of wild Japanese 
macaques in Japan, and then expanded the scope of his research to include 
chimpanzees and gorillas in Africa. His original research revealed the rules in and 
organizational structures of monkey groups as well as their tendency for cultural 
patrimony. He became the first Japanese to receive the Huxley Award in 
Anthropology from the Royal Anthropological Institute in London, often known as 
the Nobel Prize in anthropology. 
Profile 
Junichiro Itani joined the Faculty of Science at Kyoto University in 1981. Before 
taking this position, he studied Japanese macaques in Oita Prefecture, where he 
found ways to feed them and learned to recognize individual monkeys. In his later 
career, he founded the Primate Research Institute and the Center for African Area 










Graduated from Kyolo University 
Research Fellow. Japan Monkey Center 
RooeM!d Doctor of Science from Kyoto Urivetsity 
Associate ProfesSO<, Kyoto University 
ProlesSO<, Kyoto UnNerslty 
CMeciO<, U1e Center for Ah1cM twa Stud!es, Kyoto ~ 
Retired from Kyoto University and entitled Prof OSSO< Emeritus 
ProlesSO<, Kolle Gal«in Unlvetslty (· 1999) 
Other Awards and Prl20• (aotoctod) 
1992 Medal with Purple Ribbon, Japan 
1997 The Third Order of lhe SactOO Treas<Jr&, J8PM 
Class Ill Commander of the Most Exafted Omer of the Whfte Elephant 1987 
Thai Government 
Achievements 
Professor Ishii was one of the leading scholars of Southeast Asian studies in 
Japan. In particular, he was known for his historical studies on Theravada 
Buddhism, the results of which were included in his book Sangha, 'State and 
Society: Thai Buddhism in History.• The book was evaluated as a pioneering work 
in religious and social studies on the relationships between Buddhism and 
successive kings in Thailand. In later years, he also studied ancient codes and 
conducted comparative research on the history of law. 
Profile 
Yoneo Ishii actively pursued his academic interests both at home and abroad. He 
became a faculty member at the Center for Southeast Asian Studies in 1965 after 
serving as a diplomat in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He also served as 














Entered Tokyo University of Forelgl S1lJdles to study Siamese 
Worked as a diplomat at the Ministly ol Foreign Nralts of Japan 
Studied at Chuialongl<Om University, lha!and 
Associate Prof9SS()(. Cent"' for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto University 
Prof9SS()(, Center for Southeast Asian Studies. Kyoto University 
Aecei\/ed Doctor of Law from Kyoto IXM!rslly 
Di'ector, ContB< for Southeast Asian Studios, Kyoto University 
Prof9SS()(, Sophia University 
Ol-ecior, lhe Institute of Asian Cul1\Jres, Sophia University 
President, Kanda UnMlrslty of lnlB<Mtlonal Studios 
Di'ector, National lnsti1ute lo< the Humanities 
Ol-ecior, Japan Center for Asian Historical Records at Nalional Archives of Japan 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1995 Medal with Purple Ribbon. Japan 
2000 Person ol Cultural Merit, Japan 
2007 Hono'8ry 1'11.D. from ChtAaloc1gl«lm University, Thailand 
LAUREATES 
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L.S.B. Leakey Foundation Prize 2008 




Professor Nishida was known as the leading researcher on Tanzanian 
chimpanzees in the Mahala Mountains. He established a research site in the area 
to carry out long-term research on the social structures, behavioral ecology, and 
other aspects or wild chimpanzees. His persistence In fieldwork led to important 
discoveries, which include the identification of a definite social structure he called 
"unit group• (or community) and determination of a female transfer system among 
chimpanzee unit groups. He also received the 2008 Lifetime Achievement Award 
of the International Primatological Society, in which he also served as president 
from 1996 to 2000. 
Profile 
Toshlsada Nishida was one of the trailblazers of Japanese primatology. When he 
was a doctoral student, he joined the Kyoto University's Ape Expedition to Africa 
organized by two other primatologlsts, Kinji l.manishi and Junichiro Itani (see p.67). 
As a professor at Kyoto University Graduate School of Science, he trained a 
generation of Japanese students while serving as the president of Primate Society 










Received Doccor of Scienoe 1tom Kyoto Unlvetsl1y by wild chimpanzee study 
Assistant Professor, the University ol Tokyo 
Lectunir. the l.k1M1t$lty of Tokyo 
ASsoclate Professor, Che ~cy ol Tokyo 
Professor, K)'OIO University 
President, lntemallonaJ Primatologlcal Society (-2000) 
Retired 1tom Kyoto UnMlrsity and became Professor Emeritus 
Director. Japan Monkey Centre 
Other Awards and Ptl•as (selected) 
2008 Uletime l\cl1iellement Award. International Primatotogieal Soclecy 
Prix du Rayonnement de langue et de litterature fran~ises 2010 
Academia fran<;aise 
Achievements 
Professor Yoshikawa received the 201 O Prix du Rayonnement de la langue et de 
la litterature fram;:a.ises of the Prix de I' Academia Frarn;:aise, an honorary prize 
awarded to those who made significant contributions to the French language and 
literature through literary work written in French. Professor Yoshikawa is the first 
Japanese recipient of the prize. His book, "Proust et /'art pictural, • is a creative 
and comprehensive investigation of meanings and roles of European paintings 
and painters presented in Proust's novel. •tn Search of Lost Time.' This book also 
received Prix litteraire Cabourg-Balbec (2011 ), and Imperial Prize and Japan 
Academy Prize (2012). 
Profile 
Kazuyoshi Yoshikawa is an international authority on research on Marcel Proust, 
one of the most Influential French novelists in the 20th century. For the past two 
decades, he has studied how European paintings in 'In Search of Lost Time• play 
key roles in the work's construction. He also received the Officier grade of the 
Ordre des Palmes Academiques for this scholarly work as well as for his 
long-term contribution to cultural and academic exchanges between Japan and 
France. Professor Yoshikawa also served as the chairperson of La Societe 
Japonaise de langue et litterature francaises between 2009 and 2013. 












Graduated from the Unlvetsily of Tokyo 
Graduated from the UnlverSily of Tokyo, Gtaduate School 
Received Ph.D. In Literature from Pans Sorlloone university 
Assistant, tho Univeraity orTokyo 
Associate P!of9SSOf, Tokyo Womenll Clvlstlan UnlverSily 
Associate f'!Of9SSOf, Tokyo Metropolitan lkliversi1y 
Professor, Tokyo Meeropoli1an l.Wverslty 
Professor Emeritus, Tokyo Meb'QPOllan University 
Professor, KYotO University (-2013) 
President, tl10 Japanese Society of French L.Mguege and Literature (-2013) 
ProfOSS()( Emeritus, Kyoto University 
Other Awards and Priua (sel8"ted) 
201 O Off Ider des Parnes Acad8mlques, France 
2011 Madeleine d'Or for Proust e< l'sn p/clura/, Le Cen:le l.itOOtlre Pn:>Jslien de Cabotrg-Balbec, France 
2012 I~ PrlZe and Japan Academy Prize, tile Japan~. Japan 
LAUREATES 




Nol>el Prize in Physics 
Makott> Kobloyttshl 
Nobel Prize In Physk;$ 
Hiroshi Mateumott> 
8ool<.9t Gold Medal 
TamloHqashl 
Arthur C. Cope Scholar Award 
Hlrosl Oogurt 
l.Bci>ll!d Eisen/Jud Prize 
Ken- lchl lnul 
AAPS Res88tch l\ch/ovement Award 
in PfJatmaceutlcs and Drug Dcl/vety 
Shuh Narom/y• 
University Co/lego Dub/In Ulysses Medol 
Shimon Sakaguchi 
Keio MOO/ca/ Sclenc<I Prize 
Tosh/sad• Nishida 
LS.8. Leal<ey Foon<kltJon Prize 
K•!/I Morokuma 
lmpelf8/ Prtze aJ>d JIJ{J(Jf) Acao'emy Prtze 
2009 
Ken/I Kangawa 





Order ol Cultute, Japan 
Tohro Eguchi 
Imperial Prtze and J8p6n AcBdemy Prize 
2010 
Suaumu Kltegawa 
Thcmson Reuters Citaticn t.auteates 
Kuuyoshl Yoshikawa 
Prix du Rayonnemsnt de languo 
ot da littllrllturo lror><;Bisos 
2011 
K•UIMaroolal 
Arthur C. Cope Schol8r Award 
Mltfluhlro Yanagida 
Orr/er of Culture. J8p6n 
2012 
ShlflYa Yamanaka 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 
Denis Lo Bihan 
Hond8Prize 
Mitsuo S.wamoto 
Macro Group UK Medal 
tor outstanding Achi<MHn&'lt in Po/ymor Science 
r .. u1cu Hon}o 
Robert·Koch Awll!d 
Yasuyukl Yamada 
Ord81 of Culluro, J8p6n 
2013 
MasatoshiNei 
Kyoto Prize, Basic Sciences 
TmujiMiw11 
Dannie Heineman Prize 
for Msthemstlca/ Physics 

73 
List of the Awardees of the Order of Culture, ,Japan 
aLKyoto University 
The following Is a fist of Kyoto University researchers who have received the Order of Culture since 1949. Only 
the eight Laureates shown In bold are profiled In this chapter due to llrnltatlons of space. The other awardees 
will be Introduced In a revised edition. 
~r Laurwat• 
'-
mi. et the time of raceMn11 the Award 
'-
Award Field 
2013 TOS1Jku Honfo (see p.57) Professor Emerflus and Visiting Professor of KYoto University 131ochemlstl)' and MOlecUa< lmnwology 
2012 Yasuyukl Yamada Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Pl$lt CEil erd MoleOJar Bicjc)gy; F'!Mt Blotec:IYdOgy 
Shlnya Yamanaka (see p.16) Professor, The Center for lPS Cell Reseatch and Apj)llcalfon Medical Physiology 
2011 Mltsuhlro Yanagida Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University M<lleeular Biology 
2009 Yorio Hlnume Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Virology 
2008 Tc>shlNde Maskawa (see p.14) Professor Emeritus of Kyoto UnMltslty Theoretical Physics 
Mal<oto Kobayashi (seep. 15) Honcrnry l'!Ofessor Emfrius, Hiltl &egy--Qg<rValiln Theoretical Physics 
!O)'Osl 110 (seep. 19) Professor Emeritus of Kyoto UnMltslty Matl1ematics 
2007 Tol<indo s. Okada (see p. 54) Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Developmenlal Biology 
2005 Toahlo Sewade Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Agrialltooll Englnootlng 
2003 Kaiuhfko Nlehljlma Professor Emeritus of Kyoto UnMltslty PaiUcle Physics 
2000 Ryojj Noyori (see p.13) Professor, Nagoya Unllleraity Organic Cherristl)' 
1994 HlsatoN Ml1suda Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Nutritional Chemistry 
Tadeo U"'"8da Former Professor, lnstiMe for Resean:ll in Humirltias Ethnology 
1993 Kenlchlro Osumi Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Commerce Law 
1987 Takeo K!Jw8bara Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Western Culture 
1986 Chushlro Hayashi (see p. 27) Professor Emerflus of Kyoto University Astrophysics 
1984 SNgeld Kaizllka Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University HlstO<ieal Science on China 
SUstJ<ru Tooegawa (see p. 12) Professor. MIT Molecular Biology 
1981 Kllnichl FUi0.11 (seep. 11) Professor, Faculty of~ Chemistry 
1979 !<)j lmanishl Professor Emeritus or Kyoto University Pnmatotogy 
1978 Micllllaro Tanal<a Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Phllooophy and Classics 
19n lcHrD Sal<urada Professor Emerflus of Kyoto UnMltslty Applied Chemistry, Polymer Chemistry 
1975 Helsuke Hironaka (seep. 22) Professor Emerilus of Kyoto University Matl1ernaUcs 
1974 Kinlshige lsN:zaka (see p.29) Professor, The Johns Hopkins University and Kyoto University Immunology 
1972 OsamJ Hayaishi (see p. 20) Professor. Faculty of Medicine Eliochemistly 
1002 YOOl>lnarl Kuwada Professor Emeritus of K\'OtO University Plant Cytology 
1961 Torao Su:M<I Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Chlneoo Uleratue 
1958 lzuru Shlnmura Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University Linguistics 
1963 Toru Haneda Professor Emeritus of K\'!)tO University Orlenlal History 
1952 Soichlro Sasaki Professor Emerilus of Kyoto University ConstlMJonal and Admll'istnlllve law 
Sin·illro Tomonaga(see p. 10) Professor, Tokyo University of EdlJcatlon Theoretical Physics 
1950 Hajlme Tanabe Professor Emerilus of Kyoto University Phllooophy 
LAUREATES 
Aw11rrJ.'N~ Seho/on .r Kyoto~ 
Order of Culture, Japan 1993 
Japanese Government 
Achievements 
Professor Osumi was renowned for his pioneering studies on commercial laws or, 
more specifically, corporate laws in Japan. He was one of the first legal scholars 
who introduced the principle of "piercing the corporate veil" to Japan and 
advanced theoretical debates on the rights and duties of a corporation. After 
retiring from Kyoto University in 1966, he became a judge of the Supreme Court 
and set many new precedents in the area of commercial laws. 
Profile 
Kenichiro Osumi joined the School of Law at Kyoto Imperial University in 1928. He 
was known for actively fostering young legal scholars and furlsts during his time in the 
academe. In 1995, the Osumi Kenichiro Prize was established from his donation. 












Gra<blted from Kyoto lmperlai l..Wve<sl1y F9CIJl!y ol l.aw 
Assistant Professor, Kyoto Imperial lkliversily 
Associate Professor, Kyoto lmperfal u~ 
Professor, Rhsuneikan University 
Associate Pro!essor, Kyoto Imperial UnM!rsity 
Professor, K)'Olo lmperfal Unlve<slly 
Roooivocl Doctor of Law from Kyoto UrMlrsity 
Retired from Kyoto University aro eolrtlod Professor Emeritus 
Judge of the SUptem0 Court, Japan 
Professor, Kobe GaJwln IJrMlrslty 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1973 Grand Cordon of the Qnjer ol the Sacred Treas.se, Japan 
1977 Japan Acaclemy 1'11%e, the Japan """1demy, Japan 
LAUREATES 
Aw•rd•Wi'ln.lng ScboMrs ff l<j'Olo Unlwnfry 74 
75 
Order of Culture, Japan 1994 
Japanese Government 
LAUREATES 
Award·Wb!ing SchotM$ -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Mitsuda explained how vitamins are synthesized In a living body for 
respiration and then invented various diets for curing poverty-caused vitamin 
deficiency and malnutrition. These products have contributed to reducing the 
number of patients with vitamin deficiencies, such as beriberi, In Japan. He also 
adopted findings from research on the hibernation process of cold-blooded 
animals for the preservation of grains and beans under carbon dioxide-rich and 
cold atmosphere. 
Profile 
An alumnus of Kyoto University, Hisateru Mitsuda's lifelong research interest was 
on vitamins. As a scientist of vitamins, he recognized the Importance of vitamin 
supplementation in human daily diet and developed vitamin-enriched rice. This 
product has been sold since 1951 and remains popular in the Japanese market. 
According to Professor Mitsuda, scientists must give something back to society 
to compensate the taxpayers, a philosophy that represents his research style of 








Grawated from Kyoto lmpeilal UnMl<sl1y Faruty or Agr1cuttUl9 
Associate Professor, Kyoto University 
Professor, Institute tor Chemical Researd>. Kyoto Urivefslty 
Professor. Faculty of Agt1otiture. Kyoto Uriversi1y 
Professor Emeritus. Kyoto University 
President, Koshlerl UnlYerslty(-1983) 
Other Awardo and Prlzaa taelected) 
1971 Babcock·Ha<1 Award, lns!llute of Food Technologlee, lnstJMe cl Food Teclvlologles. USA 
1974 80< S. Wl lntema!lonal Award, lnstlru1e of Food Teclvlologles, USA 
1980 Medal with Purple Ribbon, Japan 
1981 Award lor the Mvancement ot Application of Agncuttural and Food Chemistry. Ame<ican 
Clieoical Scciely, USA 
1981 Japan ~ Prize, the Japan Academy, Japan 
1989 Person of CunuraJ MM!. Japan 
Order of Culture, Japan 1994 
Japanese Government 
Achievements 
Professor Umesao was known for his unique social theories on cMlizalions based 
on his ethnological surveys in Asia, Africa and Europe. One of his most influential 
books, "An Ecological View of History: Japanese CivilizaUon in the World Context." 
explained the development of West European and Japanese civilizations 
progressed almost In parallel by applying the concept of ·succession•. An 
intellectual giant, Professor Umesao had an accomplished career that crossed the 
boundaries of zoology and ethnology. He wrote dozens of books in total, some of 
which became long-sellers among the public. His collected works (22 volumes 
and supplement) were published in 1989-1994 by Chuokoronsha Inc .. 
Profile 
Tadao Umesao was Initially trained as an animal ecologist at Kyoto University, 
where he participated in a series of academic expeditions organized by famous 
zoologist Kinji lmanishi. He joined the Institute for Research in Humanities in 1965 
and later became the founding director-general of the National Museum of 













Graduated from Kyoto krcle<1al Univetsity School of Science 
Associate Professor, Osal<a City UrlverSily 
Recelwd Doctor of Science from Kyo10 Unlwrslty 
Academic Resean:h Fellow of Mica, Kyoto University 
Asslstant Professor, Kyoto UrlverSily 
Professor, Kyoto Univeraily 
Founding Dtector-Oeneral. Natlonal Museum ol Ethnology, Japan 
~Member. Institute for Reseerdl h Humanities, Kyoto Unillersity 
Special-Adllisol" and Professor Ememus, National Musetro of E111no1ogy, Japan 
Professor Emeritus, the Graduate Unwrsity for Advanced Studes 
Professor Emeritus, Kyo10 University 
Other Awards and Prixes (seloctod) 
1988 Commandeur, orore des Palmes ~UBS, France 
1988 Medal with Purple Rbbon, Japan 
1991 Person ol CUturai Merit, Japan 
1999 Grand COrdon of Ord..- of the Sacmd Tmastre, Japan 
LAUREATES 
Aw•rd•Wi'lnln" SchoMrs ff l<)'Olo UnNorsfry 76 
77 





Professor Nishijima contributed significantly lo particle physics research. He 
studied the physics of strange particles and introduced the quantum number, 
' strangeness." In 1 gs3, he related the baryon number, strangeness, and isospin 
of hadrons to the electric charge of a particle. This concept is currently expressed 
In the Gell-Mann·Nishijima formula. The concept of strangeness had been 
generalized as a flavor, which became recognized as one of the fundamental 
quantum numbers in modern particle physics. He also contributed greatly to the 
development of field theory. 
Profile 
Apart from his pioneering work in particle physics, Kazuhiko Nishijima was known 
to deliver clear and extremely intellectual lectures. One can learn their atmosphere 
in many textbooks written by him. In addition, he not only fostered many brilliant 
students at the University of Tokyo but also strived to cultivate students in 
developing countries as a director of the Nishina Memorial Foundation. His unique 
personality won the sympathy of many other physicists, and they had been 












Graduated from the Unlwrslty of Tokyo Faculty ol Science 
Assistant Professor, Osaka City l.Wvets11)1 
Received Doctor of SClenoe from Osal<a i.IMlerSity 
Assoclale Prolessot, CJsal<a City UnMlrslty 
Prolessor. the UnMlrslty of u.'ds at Urbana·Cl'lampalgn 
Prolessor, the University of Tokyo 
Dean, Faculty of Science, the lk1Mlraity of Tokyo 
Professor and Director, Yukawa Institute ol Theora1ical Physics. Kyoto Unlwrslty 
Retired lrom K)'Olo Universlty Md entltled Professor Em<lritus 
Prolessor, 0tu> UnM>rslty (·1997) 
Other Awards and Prizes (selected) 
1993 Person of Culturl!i Men!. Japan 
Order of Culture, Japan 2005 
Japanese Government 
Achievements 
Professor Sawada was decorated with the Order of Culture for his theoretical and 
practical achievements in designing dams, water canals, and reclamation facilities 
for irrigation. In particular, he established a design method to reinforce dams by 
mixing rocks and concrete, which has been widely applied In dam construction 
throughout Japan. He has also received other prestigious awards from academic 
societies in Japan, including the Japanese Society of Irrigation, Drainage and 
Reclamation Engineering as well as the Association of Japanese Agricultural 
Scientific Societies. 
Profile 
Toshlo Sawada was the 2Qth president of Kyoto University (1979-1985). After his 
retirement, he served as president of the Japan Society for the Promotion of 








Associate Professor, Kyoto Unlverslly 
Reoelved Doctor of AgrioJlhn from Kyo!O Unillerslly 
Professor, Kyoto Unlverslly 
Dean, Faculty al Agrlcu111Jre, Kyo!o UnNetslty 
Preslden!, Kyoto Universl!y (·1985) 
Professor Emert\1Js. Kyoto University 
Other Awards and Priz.es (selected) 
1986 Verdlenstorden oo. Bundesrepulll< Dw1sc111and, Goonan~. Goonanv 
1987 Japan Aeademy Prize, the J~ Academy, Japan 
1994 Person al Cultural Mem, Japan 
2003 lntema!lonal Society of Paddy and Water Environment Engineering Award, International 
Socie!y of Paddy and Water Environment Engineering, Japan 
78 
79 
Order of Culture, Japan 2009 
Japanese Government 
LAUREATES 
Award·Wbiing SchotM$ -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Hinuma was conferred with the Order of Culture for his discovery of a 
retrovirus called the human T-lymphotropic virus type I (HTLV-1), which causes 
adult T cell leukemia. This finding supported the hypothesis that viral infection of 
cells cause human cancer, and thereby opened a new field in cancer research. 
Profile 
Yorio Hinuma was a pediatrician who later became a virologist to understand the 
mechanism of virus-derived leukemia. After graduating from Tohoku University, he 
served as a research fellow at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, USA. 
He joined the Institute for Virus Research at Kyoto University in 1980. After 
retirement from Kyoto University, he was appointed as an executive member of 













Gradiated from Toholw umetSily FaaJlty of Med'ICine, M.O. 
Assistant Prorassor. Tohoku lk'lvefsl1y 
RAlCElMld Doctor in Medicine from Tollol<ll University 
Research fellow, the Cllildren's Hospital or Phlladeiptja 
Associate Prolesso<, Toholw Ur1ver$11y 
Visiting Scnolar, Aoswel P8t1< MemoOal Institute, USA 
Professof, Tohoku University 
Professor, KumamolO Un1-slly 
Professor, lnstilute for Vll\JS Reseaich, Kyoto University 
Retired from Kyoto Unillersily and entitled Prolassor Emeritus 
Olroctor. Shionogi Phannaceutlcal Rasean::h Cent,.., Shionogi & Co. Ltd. 
Othor Awards end Prlz.ea: (aolected) 
1986 P""""1 of Cultural Merit, Japan 
1989 Japan ~ Prize, the Japan Academy. Japan 
Order of Culture, Japan 2011 
Japanese Government 
Achievements 
Professor Yanagida unraveled the mechanisms of eukaryotic cell cycle with a 
focus on chromosome partitioning. In his early work, he used bacteriophages and 
electron microscope to shed light on DNA structure, and then changed his 
research objective lo focus on fission yeast for further analysis of chromosome 
and cell division. He employed a genetic method to identify genes in the cell cycle 
as well as fluorescent microscopic technology to stain chromosome DNA. His 
presentation of the dynamic movement of fluorescent-stained chromosomes 
during cell division with video image offered a significant visual impact to 
molecular biologists. His study of centromere and its regulating genes revealed 
the big picture of cell cycle, which contains many universal mechanisms seen in 
higher organisms, including humans. Yanagida continues his research to obtain a 
deeper understanding of the cell cycle. 
Profile 
Mitsuhiro Yanagida is an enthusiastic molecular biologist whose research focuses 
on the cell cycle. After graduating from the University of Tokyo, he pursued 
research at the University of Geneva and University of Maryland. He was 
appointed as a professor at Kyoto University when he was 37 years old, and then 
he started his research on chromosomes and the cell cycle using fission yeast. 












Graduated from the University of Tokyo FactJlty or Sclenoe 
Researoh Assistant, Ille Uniller.;ity of Geneva 
AOC(!l\/ed Doclor of Science trom Ille l.Wvotsl'Y of Tokyo 
Associate Professor, Kyoto University 
Professor, Faculty ol Science, Kyoto Universfty 
ProfOSS()(, Graduato Sd1ool of Blostudlos. Kyoto U.....,.slly 
Retired from Kyoto Unlve<sity and enli1!ed Pml$$sor Emer111Js 
SpeciaJly-Appointed Prolessor, Gra4'.Jate Sd1ool of Life Sciences, Kyoto Univer$ily 
ProfOSSQ(, Oki'1awa lnstttuto of Sdenoo and Tochnology Graduate UnMirslty 
Other Aw ards and Prizes (oele<:tod) 
2000 Foreign Member, tile Royal Society, UK 
2002 Medal with Purple Ribbon. Japan 
2003 Imperial Prize and Japan /V:;adfmf Prize, the Japan ~. Japan 
2004 f'<lrson ol CUiturai Martt, Japan 
2010 Hooaraly Fellow, Ille Soclely of Biology, UK 
2012 F°""9" Associate. Natlooal ~of Science. USA 
80 
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Working with plant culture systems, Professor Yamada opened up a new area of 
plant research and has made several outstanding contributions to our 
understanding of the functional expression and biosynthesis of secondary 
metabolites in higher plants. Furthermore, he established a novel experimental, 
large scale culture system for the production of alkaloids from plants. 
Profile 
Yasuyuki Yamada gained his doctorate at Kyoto University and was a Fullbright 
Research Fellow at Michigan State University from 1962 to 1965. Professor 
Yamada is the recipient of many awards and honors, among them the Academy 
Prize from the Japanese Academy, as well as membership in that society. He is 
an elected foreign member of both the Swedish Royal Society of Sciences and 
the National Academy of Sciences, USA. He also has received the Japanese 
national award •person of Cultural Merit• (Bunka Korosha), and the highest 














Fulbright Program Fellow. Mlc:ijgan State lkMlrslty, USA 
ReoeNed Ooctor of Agia.11ure ~om Kyoto University 
Associate ProfOSSO(, Kyoto University 
Professor. Kyoto Unlvarsity 
Adjunct Professor. Osaka l..Wve<sl1y 
Science Advisor, MlntSlly of Education, Science, Sport and rutt.'e. Japan 
Professo<. Nara Institute of Science and Technology 
Professor Emer~us. K:roto Unlwrsity 
Member, 1he Japan~ 
President, Nara lns1itute of Science and Tecl1nology 
Professo< Emeritus. Nara Institute of Science and Teclmology 
Professor Emeritus. ZM!iarG Unillerslty of Technology, China 
Ottler Awards and Prixes (selocted) 
1989 Honorary Ooctorate. Uppsala t..Ww!rslty. SwOOen 
1991 Japan ~ Prize. the Japan Academy, Japan 
1994 Foreign Member. Royal Society of Sciences. Sweden 
1999 Rlrelgn Associate, NatJonal ~ of Sdenoe, USA 
1999 Person of Cultural Merit, Japan 
2001 Honorary Ooctorale, Michigan State University, USA 

83 
Awardees of Both the /moedal Prize 
• 
and the .Japan Academy Prize at Kyoto University 
The following Is a fist of Kyoto University researchers who have received both the Imperial Prize and the Japan 
Academy Prize of the Japan Academy since 1949. Only the four Laureates shown In bold are profiled In this 
chapter due to limitations of space. The other awardees will be Introduced in a revised edition. 
Year Lau19at• 
2012 Ka2uyoshl Yoshikawa (seep. 70} 
2010 SNnya Yamanaka (seep, 16) 
2009 TOhNEguchl 
2008 Kelji Morokuma 
2006 Sl1uh Narumlya (see p. 62} 
2005 KawyaKato 
2003 Mitsuhlro Yanagida {see p.BO) 
2000 Sl1lgekazu Nagata (see p.61) 
1999 SusumuFuma 
1997 Shlgetada Nakanishi (see p.55) 
1996 Tasuku Honjo (see p. 57) 
1994 Mal<oto !Wmada (see p. 35) 
1969 TomiSaeki 
Yorio Hintma (see p. 79) 
1976 Kiyosl tto (see p. 19) 
1974 Ktnlshlge I-(see p.29) 
197t Chushlro Hayashi (see p. 27) 
1g10 S<llzoOl<amura 
1008 Tatsuo N1sl1ida 
1956 Masuzo Sl1il<ala, lsamu Tachl 




Tlrle al lhe time or f'9Cfl/v/ng lhe Award (__ Award Topic 
Professor. Graduate School of Leners Proust el /'alt p/ctvra/ 
Professor, The Center for iPS Cell Reseerdl and Apjllicetion The Generation of ln<luCOO Plutipotoot Stem 
QPS) Cells 
Professor, YU<awa Institute re.. Theoretical Physics Study of Elementaiy Partlcle Theo!y based on 
Methods of MathEmallcal Physics 
R"""81dl Leader, Fukui lnstlMe for FIJndamental Chemistry Theoretical Studies of Oesign of Structure, 
Function and Reactivity of MOiecuies 
Professor, Graduate School of Medicine St\Jdes on the l'lostaglandin Receptors 
Professor, Graduate School of Science Research on Atitllme!ic Geomeb)I 
Professor, Graduate School of Biostucles Regulation of Cell Cycle and Chromosome 
Segregation 
Professor, Osaka l.kM<sity Studies on Molecular Mechanjsm of Apoptosis 
Professor. Graduate School of Leners A Study o f Benevolent Societies and 
Benevolent Halls in China 
Professor, Graduate School of Medicine Studies on Molecular Mechanisms of 
Neurotransmisston 
Professor. Graduate School of Medicine Studies on Regulation of lmmunoglobulin 
Class Switching 
Professor Emeritus of K)'!ltO University Studies on Organosmcon Chemistry (Joint 
Reseasch) 
ProlessOr Emeritus of K)'!lto University Stud•es on the History of Sall Administration 
lnChlna 
Professor Emeritus of K)'OIO Univorsily Studies on Viral Etiology of Adult T Cell 
Leukemia 
Professor, Research Institute for Mallvlmalical Science A Study of Stochastic Differential Equations 
Professor, The Johns Hopkins UnMlrslly and Kyoto Univllrslty Ck:cM>ry ol lrnmLOOgiol:llJn E and Mechanism 
ol Reegin Type fl>IRlgf 
Professor, Faculty of Sci"'1ce Nuclear Synthesis and Stolar EvolJ1ion 
Professor. Resean:n Reactor lnstltvte Stucles on Radlatlon·lndlced POiymelfzallon 
Professor. Faculty of Letters A Study of lhe Hsi·Hsia leng""90 
Studies on Polarography 
Tombs and Mural Palnllngs of Ch'lng·Ung. 
Liao Imperial Mausoleums of Eleventh 
Centuiy A.O. In Eastern Mongolia 
Imperial Prize 1999 
The Japan Academy 
Achievements 
Professor Furna focuses on Chinese social history during the Ming and Qing 
periods. His book "Benevolent Societies and Benevolent Halls in China" looks Into 
the history of local charity institutions run by private citizens until the era of the 
Chinese Communist Party. He received the Imperial Prize in 1999 for his detailed 
research on the systems of welfare and local governance in pre-modern China. 
Profile 
Susurnu Furna joined the Faculty of Letters at Kyoto University in 1987 after 
spending seven years at Toyama University. His research covers a wide range of 











Graduatsd from Kyoto UnlYersfty Graduate School of lettetS 
Reooarct> Associate. Kyo10 University 
lecl\l'1lr, Toyama University 
Associate Professor, Toyama University 
Associate Professor. Kyoto University 
Professor, Kyoto University 
AooeMld Ooct0< of lettetS from Kyoto UnM!rsity 
Retired from Kyoto Unillerslty and entitled Pro!esSOI' Emerftus 
01her Awards and Prlxes (selected) 
1999 Japan A<:ademy Plize. 1he Japan Academy, Japan 
84 
85 
Imperial Prize 2005 
The Japan Academy 
LAUREATES 
Award•Wthning ~ -.f Kyot.o ~ 
Achievements 
The achievements of Professor Kato span many branches of number theory and 
geometry. Particularly, his results on lwasawa theory of modular forms are highly 
valued for their originality and influence. This remarkable achievement has yielded 
significant progress in Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture, which describes 
number theoretical objects via L-functions. He has also greatly contributed to 
higher dimensional class field theory, p-adic Hodge theory, logarithmic algebraic 
geometry, and ramification theory for algebraic varieties. 
Profile 
Kazuya Kato has been leading the world of arithmetic and algebraic geometry 
over the years. His deep insights and unique humanity have attracted many 
mathematicians and other scholars. He sometimes makes efforts to share 
complicated mathematical concepts and stories in arithmetic algebraic geometry 
using metaphors from folktales and poems. An example is his song on prime 
numbers, which is included In the special volume of Documenta Mathematica 











ReceMld Doctor of Science from the Un""'5ity of Tokyo 
l..acl1Jt .... the Unlwrsity of Tokyo 
Associate Professor. the Unillerslty of Toi<)<> 
Professor, the University al Tokyo 
Professor. Tokyo Institute of Tectnology 
Professor, the University al Tokyo 
Professor. Kyoto University 
ProlOSSOC', the University of Cljcago 
ProlOSSOC' Emeritus, the lJMerslly of Tokyo 
Other Awards ond Prizes (selected) 
2005 Japan Acad«rtf Prize, the Japan Academy, Japan 
Imperial Prize 2008 
The Japan Academy 
Achievements 
Professor Morokuma is a leading scholar in the development and application of 
theoretical and computational methods for chemistry. His research covers a wide 
range of topics in quantum chemistry and molecular science, inc luding 
development of the Kitaura-Morokuma energy analysis for molecular interaction, 
and theoretical studies of catalytic reactions, photochemical reactions and carbon 
nanostructures , as well as development of the so-called our own n-layered 
integrated molecular orbital and molecular mechanics method. popularly known 
as ONIOM. This method deals with chemical reactions of complex molecular 
systems and has been applied widely in the field of chemistry. 
Profile 
After obtaining his D. Eng. degree from Kyoto University under Pro fessor Kenichi 
Fukui (see p.11 ), 1981 Nobel Laureate in Chemis!Jy, Keiji Morokuma pursued his 
academic career in both the U.S. and Japan. He has authored over 780 scientific 
publications and received numerous scientific awards. He remains active as a 














Assistant Proressor. K~to LWverslty 
ReOOved Doctor of~ from K~to University 
ReseatCh Fellow ol Fulb<ight Scholarahlp. Columbia LWverslty 
Assistant Professor, the Univetsity of Rochester 
Professor, the University or Rochester 
Proressor, Institute for Molecular Science, Japan 
Director, Computer Center. Institute for Molecular Scierlce, Japan 
Director. Cherry L Emerson Center for Scientl1ic Computation and Wiiiiam H. Emerson 
Professor, Oepariment or Chemlstiy. Emory Urlvetslty 
Professor Emeritus, Emory urMlrsi1y 
Reseatch Leader. Fukui Institute for Foodamental Chemistry, K~to Univeraily 
Soolor Research Fellow, Fu!<ul Institute 10< FundamanUd Chemistry, K~to UnMlrslly 
01her Awards and Prizes (oelected) 
1978 Award, International Academy of Ouatltum Molecular Science 
1991 The Chemieal Society of Japan (CSJl AwarrJ, The Chemical Society or Japan, Japan 
1993 SclvOdlnger Medal, The WOOd Association of TheoreCicaJ and Canputatlonal Chemists 
2005 FU<ui Medal. Asia-Pacific Association of Theot8ticel and ComputallonaJ Chemists 
2008 Japan AcaOO<ny Prize. the Japan N:;ademy, Japan 
2012 ~Of Ctltural Merit, Japan 
LAUREATES 
Award· Wi'lning Scholars ft l<yolo f.)nlwlrsfty 86 
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Imperial Prize 2009 
The Japan Academy 
LAUREATES 
Award·Wb!ing Sehoton -.t Kyoto~ 
Achievements 
Professor Eguchi has contributed to various mathematical aspects of particle 
physics as a theoretical physicist. One of his remarkable results is the discovery of 
Eguchi-Hanson space in his collaboration with Professor Andrew J . Hanson. This 
breakthrough is referred to as asymptotically locally Euclidean space by the work 
of Professors Gary W. Gibbons and Stephen W. Hawking. Professor Eguchi also 
produced important results on gauge theory, conformal field theory. and 
topological string theory. In particular. "Virasoro conjecture." which he proposed 
together with Professors Kentaro Hori and Chuan-Sheng Xiong, has significantly 
influenced related areas in mathematics, and has been proven by mathematicians. 
Profile 
Tohru Eguchi has been leading not only many theoretical physicists but also 
mathematicians in the world. Apart from his great academic achievements, he 
has endeavored to bridge physics and mathematics, thereby influencing many 
mathematicians who are at the forefront of their fields. He has also produced 
plenty of brilliant disciples, and they have been playing important roles in 











Received Doctor or Science from the Univelsity or Tokyo 
Research Fdow, 1"e Unillemity of Chicago and Stanford 
Assistant Professor, the University of Chicago 
Associate Professor, the l.klMlrsity ol Tokyo 
Professor, 1"e lkliveraity of Tokyo 
Dlroctor, Yukawa lnstilU!e lor 1l>eorat!cal Physics, Kyoto UnM!rsity 
Professor Emeritus, the University of Tokyo 
Professor, Ail<J<yo Unlllersity 
Professor Emeritus. Kyoto lkWerslty 
Other Awards end Prizes (oelected) 
1980 Si"'9f Prize, Gravity Research Foundation, USA 
2009 Japan f>l:ades"'I Prize, the Japan l\c;adem'f, Japan 
A Brief History of Kyoto University 
1897 Founded as Kyoto Imperial University. 
College of Science and Engineering established. 
1899 Colleges of Law and Medicine established. 
University Library and University Hospital established. 
1906 College of Letters established. 
1914 College of Science and Engineering dMded into College of Science and College of Engineering. 
1919 Colleges reorganized into five faculties under the new University Ordinance. 
Faculty of Economics established. 
1923 Faculty of Agriculture established. 
1926 Institute for Chemical Research established. 
1939 Institute for Research in Humanitles established. 
1941 Chest Disease Research Institute and Institute of Atomic Energy established. 
1944 Wood Research Institute established. 
1946 Research Institute for Food Science established. (·2001) 
1947 Renamed Kyoto University. 
1949 Reorgarized on four-year schooling basis {with the exception of six years for medicine) under the new education system. 
Faculty of Education established. 
Branch School established for general education of freshmen and sophomores. 
1951 Disaster Prevention Research Institute established. 
1953 Graduate courses under the new system were opened. 
88 
89 
1953 Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics established. 
1954 Branch School renamed College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. 
1956 Institute for Virus Research established. 
1960 Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences established. 
1962 Institute of Economic Research established. 
1963 Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences and Research Reactor lnstlMe established. 
1965 Center for Southeast Asian Studies established. 
1966 Center for Student Health established. 
1967 Primate Research Institute established. 
1969 Data Processing Center established. 
1971 Radioisotope Research Center established. 
1972 Research Center for Sports Science established. (·2003) 
1975 College of Medical Technology established. (·2007) 
1976 Plasma Physics L.aboratOIY and Radiation Blology Center estabOshed. 
1977 Environment Preservation Center and Center for Archaeological Operations established. 
1978 Educational Center for Information Processing established. 
1980 Research Center for Biomedical Engineering established. (· 1998) 
1981 Radio Atmospheric Science Center established. 
1986 Center for African Area Studies established. 
1988 Center for Molecular Biology and Genetics established. (·2004) 
LAUREATES 
Mwd·WlntM'Jp~•fK)'«Q~ 
1990 Center for Student Exchange established. 
1991 Graduate School of Human and Environmental Studies and Center for Ecological Research established. 
1992 College of Liberal Ms and Sciences reorganized and renamed Faculty of Integrated Human Studies. 
1994 Research Center for Higher Education established. 
1995 Venture Business Laboratory established. 
1996 Graduate School of Energy Science established. 
Institute of Atomic Energy and Plasma Physics Laboratory merged Into the Institute of Advance Energy. 
Student Counseling Center established. (·1999) 
1997 Kyoto University Museum established. 
The Educational Center for lnfoonation Processl1g roorgani2ad and renamed Center 1Cf Information and MJtinedia Studies. 
1998 Graduate School of Asian and African Area Studies and Graduate School of Informatics established. 
Chest Disease Research lnstttute reorganized and renamed Institute for Frontlel' Medical Sciences. 
1999 Graduate School of Biostudies and Counseling Center established. 
2000 Radio Atmospheric Science Center reorganized and renamed Radio Science Center for Space and Atmosphere. 
University Archives established. 
2001 International Innovation Center established. 
Center for Data Collection and Analysis established. (·2004) 
2002 Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies established. 
Center for Data Processing and Center for Information and Multimedia Studies reorganized and renamed 
Academic Center for Computing and Multimedia Studies. 
LAUREATES 
"'*"~ $t:f,o/fn., x,oto ~ 90 
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2002 Research Center for Low Temperature and Materials Sciences and Fukui Institute for Fundamental Chemistry 
established. 
2003 Seto Marine Biological Laboratory, University Forest, Subtropical Plant Institute and Fisheries Research Station 
merged into the Reid Science Education and Research Center. 
Research Center for Higher Education reorganized and renamed Center tor the Promotion of Excellence In Higher 
Education. 
Institute for the Promotion of Excellence in Higher Education and Law School established. 
The College of Medical Technology merged into Graduate Schoof of Medicine. 
2004 Kyoto University Incorporated In accordance with the National University Corporation Law. 
Wood Research Institute and Radio Science Center for Space and Atmosphere unified as Research Institute for 
Sustainable Humanosphet'e. 
Center for Southeast Asian Studies given Institute status. 
2005 Organization tor the Promotion of International Relations, Environment, Safety, and Health Organization. 
International innovation Organization, Institute for Information Management and Communication, and Library 
Network established. 
Center tor Student Exchar(le reorganized and renamed International Center. 
2006 School of Government established. 
Graduate School of Management established. 
Center for Integrated Area Studies established. 
Institute of Sustainability Science established. 
LAUREATES 
Awara'·Whlli"lg $dlolfira •t l()«o l,Jnlwtstty 
Kyoto University Pioneering Research Unit for Next Generation established. 
Center for Women Researchers established. 
2007 Kokoro Research Center establiShed. 
Advanced Medical Engineering Research Unij established. (-2010) 
International Innovation Organization reorganized and renamed Kyoto University Office of Society-Academia 
Collaboration for Innovation. 
International Innovation Center reorganized and renamed Innovative Collaboration Center. 
Institute for Integrated Celi-Material Sciences established. 
2008 Wlldlife Research Center established. 
Center for Archaeological Operations reorganized and renamed Center for Cultural Heritage Studies. 
2009 Young Researcher Development Center established. 
2010 Center for the Promotion of Interdisciplinary Education and Research established. 
Center for IPS Cell Research and Application established. 
Miera/Nano Fabrication Hub In Kyoto University established. 
2011 Radioisotope Research Center and Center for Student Health merged with Environment, Safety, and Health 
Organization. 
Environment Preservation Center merged with Environment, Safety, and Health Organization. 
International Center merged with Organization for the Promotion of International Relations. 
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